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speed.
quality.
safety.
Try to think of three more important considerations in CATV
Construction. That's why we at Jackson Enterprises design
and manufacture aSystem of tools for all aerial cable sizes
and configurations.
If Trailers, Brakes, Setups, Corner Blocks, Pulling Jigs,
Divider Blocks, Positioners, and Bending Tools are important
to you, give us acall.
Build it right. Build it with Jackson Tools.

Jackson Enterprises
Post Office Box 6, Jackson Lane, Clayton, Ohio 45315 (513)836-2641
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And it works.
We're proving it every day. Proving it with Magna 440
systems up and operating and in our Magnavox Mobile
Training Centers.

We back up all Magnavox products with system design
and engineering assistance. Experienced customer-service personnel smooth out any rough spots in your system purchases. Our technicians and engineers will help
you with any highly specialized requirements.

We're proving it to cable-system operators everywhere.
We're showing them how Magna 440 components—
mainstation amplifiers, digital system sentry-status monitoring system, line extenders, directional taps, couplers,
connectors and subscriber passives—are all engineered
for full 440-MHz, 64-channel performance.

If you have been holding off, waiting to see where system
equipment was heading, wait no longer. The future of
cable-TV system equipment is here now in Magna 440,
and it works.

We're demonstrating to technicians, in practical hands-on
seminars, how Magna 440 components are designed to
work together as a system under the most severe field
conditions.

A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY 100 FAIRGROUNDS DRIVE. MAIYUUS. N.Y
13104 • Phone. Toll-free. West of Mississippi. 800-448-5171 • East of Mississippi:
800-448-9121 • New York State: 315-682-9105 • Telex 937329 • SWITZERLAND
CATEC AG (Lucerne). Phone: 041 22 66 19 • CANADA. rf communications ltd.
(Markham). Phone: 416-495-1030

We're proving how Magna 440 systems' modular design
can save on installation costs and labor by eliminating
adapters and field modifications. And we're proving how
dependable Magna 440 performance means less maintenance, more profits.
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WE'RE BRINGING THE FUTURE OF CATV TO YOU.

STANDBY POWER SUPPLY

MODEL #PS-SB-3060
See us at the Texas show
at Booths a611. 613. 615.

STANDBY POWER SUPPLY 30 V. or 60 V. (selectable).
accommodates two (2) batteries. (4) batteries available.

617. 619.
MODEL #PS-ABP
AUXILIARY BATTERY PACK, "Piggy-Back" Housing to accommodate two (2) additional batteries. Use with Model
#PS- SB3060 Standby Power Supply where total of four (4) batteries is required.
TELEPHONE OR WRITE
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

RAIS CATV DIVISIO N

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC./CATV DIVISION
50 ANTIN PLACE, BRONX, N.Y. 10462

TOLL FREE (800) 223-8312
(Continental U.S.A., Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands)
(212) 892-1000 Call Collect (New York State)
1981 RMS Electronics, Inc.
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At last, abig idea
in addressability for
the smaller system
operator.
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The new Oak MiniConTM System.
It's affordable addressability
for operators with 8,000 or
fewer subscribers—operators
who need the cost savings,
management information and
marketing opportunities that
come with addressability,
despite their smaller systems.
MiniCon delivers the most
important capabilities of Oak's
larger TotalControl' addressable system at alower cost
suitable for smaller operations.
Like TotalControl, MiniCon
allows headend control of every
terminal in the system with up
to 56 channels and 16 tiered
program levels.
It helps smaller systems
build revenue through more
program options and better
control.
It offers amuch shorter
payback period than other
addressable systems because it

costs just $21,000 to install with
two scrambled channels.
And it's away to enter the
addressability market with a
smaller operation, then upgrade to TotalControl when
your customer base demands a
larger system. All you do is
change the headend hardware
with no terminal or distribution
changes.
Like any addressable system,
MiniCon offers complete
security. The decoders will
unscramble only authorized
programs. Any terminal can be
activated or deactivated from
your central office, eliminating
late payment problems and
pirated decoders.
MiniCon is atruly integrated
system, including individuallycoded home terminals, asecure
scrambler, acomputer system
and home terminal control
hardware. It comes with fully

documented computer software
and is used in conjunction with
standard frequency synthesized
300 or 400 MHz TotalControl
home terminals.
Since we've miniaturized the
size and cost of our MiniCon
System, there's no reason for
you to forego the advantages of
addressability because your
operation is limited in size.
A call to our toll-free phone
number will bring you more
information about MiniCon.
Call 800-323-6556 (in Illinois
800-942-6345) and ask for the
Oak Communications Systems
Information Desk.
We're Oak Communications
Systems, formerly Oak
Communications CATV
Division, and we haven't forgotten operators of smaller
cable systems. After all, we
were once asmall company
ourselves.

Oak Communications Systems
PO. Box 517 Crystal Lake, Illinois 60014
Subsidiary of Oak Communications Inc.
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THE PERFORMANCE.
PRICE STANDARD

2200 SERIES
DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPES

The $1100 scope. Only
Tektronix could make so much
performance so affordable!
The 60 MHz Tek 2213 and
2215 introduce ascope
design so radically
different, it delivers fullrange performance at
prices well below what
was ever possible before.
Not surprisingly it is
from Tektronix, the world's
largest and most respected
scope manufacturer, and a
legend for instrument reliability and value.
Design for the 2213
($1100) and dual time base
2215 (just $1400) includes
some 65% fewer mechanical parts. Fewer circuit
boards. Fewer electrical
connectors and cabling.
Result: alower purchase
price for you plus far
greater reliability
Performance is pure
Tektronix: there's the

bandwidth for digital and
high-speed analog circuits.
The sensitivity for low signal
measurements. The sweep
speeds for fast logic families.
A complete trigger system
for digital, analog or video
waveforms. And, with the
2215, you get fully calibrated delayed sweep for
fast accurate timing measurements. New highperformance 10X Tektronix
probes are included!
2213/2215
PERFORMANCE DATA
Bandwidth: Two channels.
dc-60 MHz from 10 V/div
to 20 mV'div. (50 MHz from
2mV .div to 10 mV'div).
Sweep speeds: Sweeps
from 0.5 sto 50 ns (to 5
ns/div with X10 mag).
Sensitivity: Scale factors
from 100 V/div (10X probe)

'Prices FOB Beavenon OR

to 2mV (iiv (1X probe). Accurate to
3%. Ac or dc
coupling.
Delayed sweep measurements: 2213: standard
sweep. intensified after
delay and delayed. 2215:
Aonly. Bonly. or Aand B
alternately with A intensified
by B
Complete trigger system:
Modes include TV field.
normal, vertical mode, and
automatic; internal, external, and line sources; variable holdoff; separate B
sweep trigger on 2215.
Probes: High performance, positive attachment,
10-14 pF and 60 MHz at the
probe tip.

Tektronix National Marketing Center, your hotline
for the 2200 Series and all
Tektronix accessories.
Phones are staffed by sales
engineers who can answer
your technical questions.
Your direct order includes
a15-day return policy and
full Tektronix warranty. Call
today. You can't buy amore
advanced scope for less.
ORDER TOLL FREE

800-547-1845
Ask for Department 908
(In Oregon, Alaska and
Hawaii: 1-503-627-4502 collect.) Lines are open from 8
am EST to 5pm PST

The price: Just $1100
for the 2213 and $1400 for
the dual time base 2215*.
Order direct from the

TPJ(tronDc
COMMIT TED TO EXCELLENCE

Copyright @ 1982. Tektronix. Inc

All sghts reserved 120
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Dropping a Notch
With the divestiture of the local operating companies
required by the Justice Department agreement, the new AT&T
will no longer be the country's biggest corporation. Prior to the
divestiture, AT&T would have assets of approximately $136
billion, including Western Electric, Bell Laboratories, Long
Lines and the 22 Bell Operating Companies. If the
restructuring takes place as planned, the BOCs will be spun
off to form a separate company with $87 billion in assets. This
would keep it as the country's largest corporation. However,
the new AT&T that would contain the remaining divisions
would weigh in with assets of $49 billion. That's only good
enough for a third place finish. According to Fortune 500,
Exxon Corporation would become number two with assets
totaling $56.6 billion. But then number two is supposed to try
harder.

Not the End of Rainbow
Shortly after one o'clock in the afternoon, December 22,
the sun was up but there was no Rainbow—Programming
Services, that is. What happened was, a tractor trailer truck
used for transporting horses to and from Belmont Race Track
was sitting unattended on top of a hill near Rainbow's uplink
facility in Elmont, New York. It's brakes released and the truck
suddenly became an accident looking for a place to happen.
Where it happened was the uplink facility. The truck smashed
through a security gate and moved the building housing the
power supply 16 inches, severing all electrical connections.
Facing an 8pm operational deadline, Rainbow engineers
worked feverishly to restore power. They ran temporary
jumper cables between the shack that houses the generator
and the shack that houses the uplink transmitter, restarted
power on fewer amps, and by 5pm they were ready to
transmit. All of which goes to prove that even a wild truck of
horses can't keep Rainbow down.

SIC Seeks Bids
Five companies have been asked to submit bids for
construction of the two high-powered satellites that will be
utilized in Satellite Television Corporation's proposed direct
broadcast satellite system. One of the following companies
will be given the honor of building the birds that could be part
of the country's first DBS venture: Ford Aerospace and
Communications Corporation, General Electric Company,
Hughes Aircraft Company, RCA Astro -Electronics, and the
TRW Systems Group. The request for proposals
encompasses six areas including specifications, test and
product assurance programs, and other contract
requirements. The construction program is expected to take
more than three years, with the service slated to begin in late
1985 or early 1986, if FCC approval is granted. Each
spacecraft will have three operating transponders with a radio
frequency output power of approximately 200 watts. The birds
are expected to provide at least 1,700 watts of prime power
so the signal can be received by small receiving antennas,
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generally 2.5 feet in diameter. All proposals are due at STC by
April 1982.

Thinking it Over
The Cable Bureau's report on signal leakage was to have
been approved by the Interdepartmental Radio Advisory
Committee and sent to the FCC commissioners by the end of
Debember. However, the opus has yet to leave the Cable
Bureau. Although Wendell Bailey, vice president of science
and technology for the NCTA, is obviously a biased source,
he seems to think the delay is cause for optimism. "l have to
believe the pressure was put on them and they're rethinking
what do do," Bailey said. Two months ago, an FCC source
said that "an interval of assignment offset requirement" is a
good possibility. The Federal Aviation Administration wants
cable operators as far away from their frequencies in the 108136 MHz and 225-400 MHz bands as possible. On the other
hand, the cable industry says that's unacceptable and that an
offset requirement is unnecessary. The FCC may be leaning
toward the FAA's position, but Bailey and others view the
silence as a good sign.

Standard Issue
CBS Inc. has asked the FCC to reconsider its decision not
to adopt a technical standard for teletext at the present time.
When CBS initiated the proceeding in July 1980, it urged the
Commission to adopt a standard to further the "rapid
introduction of teletext services." The standard sought by the
broadcast company would be a "software-based,
asynchronous, variable format system" that would be
compatible with the videotex standard currently in use in
Canada and the system that is planned for introduction in the
United States by AT&T. The FCC's failure to adopt a technical
standard will cause many licensees "now considering
development of a local teletext service" to "seriously
question" implementing such a service because of doubts
over the technological issues. CBS believes that the adoption
of a standard is necessary so it will "spur competition among
receiver manufacturers to provide receiver/decoders and to
improve teletext technology."

Toasting Information
With all the media bubbling about the new electronic
information society and how it portends to ring out the old
industrial society, some media moguls recognize that many
minds may be boggled by the loosely defined terminology
floating around. As intoxicating as the concepts may be, the
words and phrases used to describe them often leave one
with a less than sober perspective on the future. To help the
situation, the Financial Times of London is offering a free
bottle of champagne to the person who can suggest the most
original definition of the phrase "Information Technology."
While Financial Times staffers are not eligible to compete, you
can be sure they will be glad to bend an elbow with who ever
wins.
February 1982/9

February
7-10: The annual convention of the National Religious Broadcasters will be held at the Sheraton Washington Hotel in Washington, D.C. Contact the NRB, (201) 575-4000.
9-10: Aseminar sponsored by the Cabletelevision Advertising
Bureau will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York City.
Contact Saralee Hyman, (212) 751-7770.
9-10: The Arizona Cable Television Association's annual
convention will be held at the Phoenix Hilton Hotel. Contact the
ACTA, (602) 257-9338.
10: "Basics of Cable Television," acable education course presented by the New York Chapter of Women In Cable, will be held
at the Urban Coalition Building in New York City. Contact Jean
Paiva, (212) 683-2900.
14-15: The Idaho Cable Television Association's annual convention will be held at the Red Lion Rivershore Hotel in Boise.
Contact Randy Merrell, (208) 7.85-5705.
16-17: The Washington State Cable Television Association
will hold its Winter Legislative Meeting at the Vance Tyee Hotel in
Tumwater, Washington. Contact Jerry Buzzard, (206) 943-3161.
17: "Basics of Cable Television," acable education course presented by the New York Chapter of Women In Cable, will be held
at the Urban Coalition Building in New York City. Contact Jean
Paiva, (212) 683-2900.
17: A one-day conference on "The Economics of Marketing
Cable TV Security" sponsored by Paul Kagan Associates will be
held at the Four Seasons Hotel in San Antonio, Texas. Contact
Judy Pinney, (408) 624-1536.
17-19: The 22nd annual Texas Show sponsored by the Texas
Cable TV Association will be held at the San Antonio Convention Center. Contact Bill Arnold, (512) 345-8888.
22-24: Scientific-Atlanta will present a three-day product
training seminar in Seattle, Washington, directed toward theory of
operation, maintenance of headend, distribution and earth station
equipment. Contact Joan Smith, (404) 925-5509.
23-25: Turner Broadcasting System is sponsoring an
advertising/production seminar at the Atlanta Hilton. Contact
Jayne Greenburg, (404) 898-8587.
23-25: NEPCON West '82 will be held at the Anaheim (California) Convention Center. Contact Cahners Exposition Group,
(312) 263-4866.
23-25: The fourth Video Expo San Francisco, sponsored by
Knowledge Industry Publications, will be held at the
SanFrancisco Civic Auditorium. Contact Barbara Katz, (914)
328-9157.
24-26: The American Newspaper Publishers Association will
be conducting aseminar on newspapers and cable television at
the Fairmont Hotel in Denver. Contact Kathleen Criner, (703)
620-9500.
24-26: Scientific-Atlanta will present a three-day product
training seminar in Los Angeles, California, directed toward
theory of operation, maintenance of headend, distribution and
earth station equipment. Contact Joan Smith, (404) 925-5509.

March
3-5: The annual convention of the Arkansas Cable Television
Association will be held at the Arlington Hotel in Hot Springs.
Contact the association, (501) 661-7676.
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7-9: The annual convention of the Ohio Cable Television Association will be held at the Hyatt Regency in Columbus. Contact
the DOTA, (614) 461-4014.
7-9: The Society of Cable Television Engineers will host its
Sixth Annual Spring Conference at the Copley Plaza in Boston.
SCTE member advance registration fee is $300. The nonmember advance fee is $450. For information call SCTE, (202)
293-7841.
8-9: A seminar on teleconferencing technologies, sponsored by
Cross Communications and Colorado Video, will be held in
Boulder, Colorado. Contact Thomas Cross, (303) 499-8888.
9-10: The Southeast Printed Circuits and Microelectronics
Exposition will be held at the Sheraton Twin-Towers Convention
Center, Orlando, Florida. Contact Cahners Exposition Group,
(312) 263-4866.
11-16: The National Association of Television Program
Executives' 19th annual conference will be held at the Las Vegas
Hilton in Las Vegas, Nevada. Contact NATPE, (717) 626-4424.
16-17: A Blonder-Tongue MATV/CATV Technical Seminar
will be held at the Pacifica Hotel, Culver City, California, in
conjunction with Ellard E. Strassner Co. Contact Chuck Fitzer
(415) 449-0547 or Ellard Strassner (408) 988-7762.
16-18: Information Gatekeepers, Inc., is sponsoring COMSEC
'82, the international communications security conference and
exposition, at Boston's Hyatt Regency Cambridge. Contact
Michael O'Bryant, (617) 739-2022.
16-18: Scientific-Atlanta will present a three-day product
training seminar in Kansas City, Missouri, directed toward theory
of operation, maintenance of headend, distribution and earth
station equipment. Contact Joan Smith, (404) 925-5509.
29-31: The 1982 Information Utilities conference, sponsored by
Online, Inc., will be held at the Rye Town Hilton Hotel and
Conference Center in Rye, New York. Contact Jean-Paul Emard
or Jeff Pemberton, (203) 227-8466.

April
4-7: The 60th annual convention of the National Association of
Broadcasters will be held at the Dallas Convention Center,
Dallas, Texas. Contact the NAB, (202) 293-3500.

May
3-5: The National Cable Television Association will hold its
annual convention at the Las Vegas Convention Center in Las
Vegas, Nevada. Contact the NCTA at (202) 775-3606.
31-June 3: The 25th Anniversary of the Canadian Cable
Television Association will be celebrated at the Annual
Convention and Trade Show to be held at the Sheraton Centre,
Toronto, Ontario. Contact Christiane Thompson, (613) 232-2631.

June
3-4: The Eighth Annual Northeast Cable Television Technical
Seminar sponsored by the New York State Commission on
CATV, will be held at the Empire State Plaza, Albany, NY 12223.
Registration or exhibitor information, contact Robert Levy: (518)
474-1324.

The dropwire you need
is ready.
At Comm/Scope, all we
need is acall from you. We
have all the dropwire you need,
and more.
You see, we've just doubled our manufacturing
capacity. And that makes
Comm/Scope the largest producer of dropwire in the world.
With the broadest selection —
more than 150 ways to im-

prove the end of your line.
And, all along the way, our
stringent testing ensures our
cable meets highest industry
standards and more.
So the dropwire you need
is ready now. And we'll deliver it
fast. Our two-man truck teams
work long hours to make sure
our customers get
prompt delivery.

Order now. Availability
has never been better. Just give
us your specifications and
we'll respond immediately.
COiiiiii/NcOpe
sales &marketing
A AtACOM COMPANY

1065 Second Avenue NW,
Box 1729, Hickory NC 28603,
(704)
324-2200.
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Standards Are A
Sometime Thing
Establishing a technical standard in a
growing and dynamic industry is a
sensitive issue. Viewed idealistically,
technical standards should be created to
insure uniform quality service to the
consuming public, provide compatibility
between interconnecting elements of the
industry, reduce the level of uncertainty in
engineering functions, and encourage the
general development of good engineering
practices. These ideals are all well and
good and should serve as goals to be
achieved when establishing standards.
But in the real world these goals fail to
recognize the explicit economic impacts
and implicit political conflicts inherent in
technical standards.
Two cases may serve as examples,
both of which involve transmission formats that impact on electronic equipment
manufacturing and system operations.
Major companies such as AT&T, CBS,
Time, and others have been prodding the
FCC to establish a standard for teletext
transmission. CBS, as reported in this
issue of CED, has again asked the FCC to
reconsider its open-entry policy for
teletext, stating that failure to prescribe a
single system may "slow the development of teletext, thwarting the Commission's goal of facilitating the emergence
and implementation of new technological
uses of the spectrum." Just one major
area that the absence of the standard is
retarding is the development of the local
teletext service by licensees who express
doubts over how to technically position
themselves vis-a-vis the format that will
be employed. Also competition among
receiver manufacturers is being stifled
without aformat standard that would allow
them to proceed with the design and
manufacture of receiver/decoders.
Another case in which the question of
standards is a lively one is in satellite
audio subcarriers. The pros and cons are
being debated, currently, in the pages of
CEO. Two articles appear in this issue
that come down on either side of the
question (see "Dealing With The New
Stereo Satellite Services: An Operator's
Viewpoint" and "Cable Stereo: Some
Basic Information on Satellite Delivered
Services"). Cable audio services are in
their infancy. Standardization at this time
might limit program suppliers who need to
develop systems according to unique
technical and marketing specifications.
Also, the consumer audio industry seems
to be at the brink of another major

revolution with digital gear about to hit the
marketplace. A 1982 satellite stereo
standard could create the weak link in
audio services by the year 1985. While the
lack of a satellite transmission format for
audio subcarriers may cause some
difficulties for system operators in the
interim, this may be a case in which the
time for establishing atechnical standard
is not upon us and may not be for awhile.
In a complex and youthful industry
such as cable television, the ephemeral
question of what constitutes the "state-of the-art" is difficult and multileveled at
best. Some sectors of the industry will
have achieved higher levels of technical
advancement and development than
others. In those areas where competition
for the perceived market is spurring
competitors to push for the state-of-theart further along, everyone will benefit in
the long run in spite of the fact that in the
short run confusion will reign for many
other adjacent sectors of the industry.
Political conflict may arise between
various factions in the industry as aresult.
When atechnical standard is codified
its impact ripples throughout the industry.
Separate domains of the industry such as
equipment manufacturers and suppliers,
system operators, common carriers,
service suppliers, contractors and consultants. financial investors, and trade
associations will be affected. Some will
greatly benefit from astandard. Some will
be stifled by the limitations and constraints of a standard. Some will lose the
race for agiven market, having been shut
out by those better positioned to take
advantage of the technical parameters
set down by the standard. And many
others will be little affected by the
institution of a standard except to the
degree to which the standard promotes or
retards the general welfare of the industry
of which they are a part.
Of course, in all this, timing is acritical
consideration. Apart from those situations
in which a technical standard emerges
out of practice or marketplace competition, to not set a standard at an appropriate time can stagnate a sector of the
industry (or the entire industry), especially
when companies or individuals resist
investing in major developments, the
futures of which are totally unclear
without standards. On the other hand, to
establish a standard too soon may
forestall major breakthroughs.

CATV SYSTEMS

AND SUPPLIES

800-338-9292
IN MICHIGAN 800-682-7140

KLUNGNESS ELECTRONIC SUPPLY INC., 107 KENT ST., PO BOX 885, IRON MOUNTAIN MI 49801

YOUR SINGLE SOURCE FOR COMPLETE
CATV SYSTEMS, SUPPLIES AND SERVICE
Let KES assist you in the development, construction
and maintenance of your entire CATV system.
Whether you are constructing anew cable television
system, rebuilding an existing one, or installing a
satellite receiving earth station — KES can arrange
everything, starting right here at the headend ....
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Manhattan Cable to
Construct Earth Station
NEW YORK, NEW YORK—The New York
skyline will take on anew look shortly, as a
result of Manhattan Cable's planned
construction of an earth station atop its
headquarters here.
The U.S. Tower Company is building
the earth station that Manhattan Cable
officials say will be installed some time
during the "first quarter" of the year.
The station will use two spherical
antennas, products introduced by U.S.
Tower last year. These antennas, 22 feet
high by 37 feet long, can receive transmission from eight satellites simultaneously
according to the system's engineering
director Robert Tenten.
This feature, he noted, will enable the
system to expand its capabilities and
provide it with more flexibility. Although
Manhattan Cable officials would not
discuss specific plans for their earth
station. Marketing Director Dick Clark
stated that the company would be "doing
something very significant."
The multi-beam satellite antennas
Manhattan Cable will be using have been
developed according to U.S. Tower
officials, as an economical alternative to
multiple dish installation. The antennas
have reflectors that have been modularized
into rectangular panels composed of .035
aluminum sheeting formed into acontour
which is the radius of asphere in both the
horizontal and vertical plans. There is a
built-in provision for adjusting the elevation of the reflectors, and each eight by
ten foot panel is mounted on four turnbuckles to allow precise phasing of all
single reflectors to work together as an
efficient antenna.

Warner Amex Trainees
Complete Course
DALLAS, TEXAS—The first group of
Warner Amex Cable Communications
field technicians to participate in the
company's joint training program with the
National Institute of Technology have just
completed the intensive four-week course
and are now working in Warner's Dallas
system, company officials have announced.
The ten technicians completed a
program which included cable television
training in customer relations, pole climbing, safety, installation procedures, trouble
shooting techniques, and basic electronic
maintenance of the QUBE system. The
initial group, all from the Dallas area,
started classes in November.
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This session was the first of several
training programs that Warner Amex will
be conducting in the city to give local
residents career opportunities in cable.
The NIT, a division of the National
Education Corporation, is, according to
Richard Davis, general manger of the
Dallas system, a pioneer in cable television training." NIT plans to open nine
more schools within the next three years.

No Holds Barred: AT&T
WASHINGTON, D.C.—The historic agreement with the Justice Department has
unleashed American Telephone and
Telegraph Company so it can play an
integral role in shaping future telecommunications services. The precise ramifications of the accord are yet to be determined, but it is clear that arestructured AT&T
will be at or near the focal point of the new
information age. It is also a strong
possibility that the company could enter
the business of coming cable systems.
The agreement is amodification of the
1956 Consent Decree, which prohibited
AT&T from competing in unregulated
markets. In exchange for permission to
enter the enhanced service realm, AT&T
must spin off its 22 local operating
companies (BOCs)—a portion of the
corporation with approximately $87 billion
in assets.
The remaining Bell divisions—Western
Electric, Bell Laboratories, and AT&T
Long Lines—will remain intact. This
restructured Bell company will retain
approximately $49 billion in assets. With
the capital base and the research and
development capacity of Bell Laboratories,
the new company is expected to vault into
the computer and data processing fields
with unencumbered vigor.
The terms of the agreement include
dropping the Justice Department's eightyear old antitrust suit against AT&T,
which has been in the trial phase in U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia
for the past 11 months. Trial attorneys for
AT&T have said that the case is history,
although Federal Judge Harold N. Greene,
who has been overseeing the trial, has as
yet refused to dismiss it for procedural
reasons.
The announcement of the accord has
sent representatives of the cable and data
processing industries scrambling to
ascertain the impact on their respective
businesses. It has also triggered action in
both the House and the Senate, where
legislation is pending that would allow
AT&T to participate in the enhanced
service marketplace, but through a

separate subsidiary. Neither S. 898, the
Senate bill, nor H.R. 5158 would have
required divestiture of the BOCs.
Most industry representative have
been resigned to the fact that AT&T would
be allowed to participate in the computer
and data processing fields for more time.
But the terms of the agreement would also
remove the rationale for preventing the
new AT&T from owning cable systems,
according to many.
"At this point there's no rule against it
and presumably until someone comes up
with a reason why it would be bad, we
have no reason to stop it," said Randy
Nichols, administrative assistant to Federal Communications Commission Chairman Mark Fowler and former head of the
Cable Bureau.
The cross-ownership rules that prevent telephone companies from owning
cable systems in their own service areas
would still apply to the BOCs that are spun
off.
"Whatever the validity they (the crossownership rules) have today, they would
continue to have vis-a-vis the operating
companies," Nichols said.

Octagon Scientific Enters
Development Phase
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK—In the first
production effort since incorporation last
September, Octagon Scientific—the
company started by former Magnavox
CATV executives—has announced a
joint venture to develop cable hardware.
Octagon Scientific President Daniel
Mezzalingua revealed last week that his
company has entered into an agreement
with Regency Electronics, an Indianapolis-based consumer electronics firm, to
produce what Octagon officials describe
as "subscriber terminal products."
Octagon will be the design and engineering force behind the product line,
while Regency will provide the production
facilities. Under terms of the agreement,
which were not disclosed, the two companies will form another company to
market the products under the Regency
name, but with the Octagon logo.
Octagon would not elaborate on what
kind of products this venture would
produce. Spokesman Dom Maio would
only say that it would be a"converter type
of product that could do many things,"
and has been in development since
Octagon's formation last fall.
Citing the shortage of cable hardware
currently on the market, officials for the
two companies say they will produce cost
effective equipment designed to compete

with the current major vendors including
Jerrold, Oak, and RCA. These companies,
according to Mezzalingua, are "currently
unable to meet market demands."
He is predicting sales of $100 million
within three years. Delivery of the products is scheduled to start this summer.

Rapids, Michigan to supply special midsplit amplifiers for their Grand Rapids
cable traffic control system. The equipment order, which totals approximately
$270,000, is for a specially built mid-split
amplifier that will occupy the B-trunk of
the dualtrunk system. The forward bandwidth will be 150-300 MHz while the
reverse bandwidth will be 5-88 MHz. GE
Cablevision of Grand Rapids will be
working with Sperry Systems Management on the 240-intersection system. The
first 10 intersections are expected to be
operative by this summer with the entire
system scheduled for completion by May
1983. Federal, state and city government
funds will pay for the construction costs
and electronic equipment necessary to
activate the cable traffic control system.
Cable operators are finding that government funds are available for capital
construction in the traffic control area. CCOR will begin delivering equipment to
Grand Rapids in March, 1982, with final
shipment expected for July 1982.

SATCOM, Inc., a subsidiary of
Orrox Corporation has received the first
European order for its 12 GHz TVRO
satellite system. Gunnar Karlsen, a
Norwegian electronics firm, will use the
SATCOM equipment in conjuction with its
own cable television systems as well as
DBS applications. Gunnar Karlsen's order
was placed in anticipation of an operational Ku-band transponder OTS-2 Satellite, with programming expected to begin
in February 1982. Ku-band is the 12 GHz
international frequency band for Europe.
The OTS-2 satellite, presently in orbit, is
being utilized by Britain's Satellite Television Ltd. (STL) and will be transmitting
entertainment programming to Northern
European countries, including Norway.

* LNR Communications has received
a major order from Harris Corporation for
12 upconverter and downconverter systems to be part of Atlantic Richfield's
private satellite communications network.
Four sets of low-noise amplifier systems
Model NC4 for the continental US terminals are also to be provided. The order

* C-COR Electronics, Inc., has been
chosen by GE Cablevision of Grand
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Comtech Data Corporation a subsidiary of Comtech Telecommunications Corporation announced award of
a contract by the State of Arizona to
extend the satellite based digital-voice
network that Comtech developed and
installed for the State's Division of Emergency Services. An initial contract awarded
in August 1980 and commissioned in May
1981 provided for complete earth stations
at three county seats and antenna subsystems installed at the remaining eleven
county seats. This latest contract provides electronic packages to complete
three more earth stations in the network
by October 1982. This represents another
step toward the goal of providing satellite
based emergency communications to all
counties in the state on a full-time basis.
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for ARCONET includes 6 redundant
Model UC6- D1 upconverter systems with
redundancy control switches and input
power dividers, and 6 redundant Model
DC4-D1 downconverter systems, providing low phase noise, group delay equalization and high frequency stability. A key
element of the order is the delivery of two
Model ALO5SF Frequency Hopping local
oscillators for each downlink. This novel
feature will allow four satellite transponders
to increase the message carrying capacity
of the system, which operates in the
TDMA mode.
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There's More Than One Way
To Move A Headend

East: 777 Henderson Blvd., Folcroft, PA 19032.
(215) 237-1100/01 or (800) 345-8104.
West/Main Office: 8500 Balboa Blvd., Van Nuys
CA 91409. (213) 891-7911 or (800) 423-5651.
California License #176131061

RCA

Cablevision
Systems

RCA Adds New
800 Phone Line
Serving the eastern half of the
country, the new number is:

1-800-345-8104
Puzzled About
Headend Type?
RCA Cablevision Systems has
the capability to custom design
and build the headend type of
your choice. Pre-assembled,
tested, packed and shipped by
RCA, all that remains is to unpack, plug-in and turn-on.
Here are some recent
custom headends designed and
built by RCA:
Type
HRC
IRC
Standard

Facility
United Cable TV Corp.
Cupertino, CA
American Cable
Systems, Inc.
Arlington, MA
Camden Communications
Carson, CA

Gusting winds had calmed after
blowing the rain-filled "clouds to
the South. The dawn sunrise captured dozens of technicians and laborers preparing for the helicopter
lift of the UA-Columbia Cablevision headend to its location atop
the 21-story NBC building in
downtown San Antonio. Almost
stopped by torrential rains and
foot-deep mud, the 626 foot vertical airlift would succeed in moving
the complete RCA headend along
with tons of additional equipment
in less than six hours. The alternative was to hand maneuver everything up awinding stairwell.
To prepare for this airlift,
RCA Cablevision Systems had fit
special lifting pallettes to the
headend equipment to meet the
requirements of the rooftop staging area. This special preparation
by RCA to facilitate on-site installation is not unusual.
To meet a completion schedule for the Philadelphia, PA, Police and Subway Surveillance System, RCA literally hand-delivered
specially configured racks and rearranged room layouts for timely,
economical installations. And,
when another customer required
rush headend delivery, the system
was put on a rapid cycle build
schedule and was flown to the location. RCA on-site crews have

the authority to get the job done
logistically.
As in the saying, "It's easier
the second time around," RCA
Cablevision Systems has the experience and expertise to get the job
done. We're responsive to customer needs.

400 MHz-A Serious Consideration
Expanded channel capacity systems are in style and undeniably,
we have not yet reached the technological limits of expansion. The
strongest benefit of 400 MHz is the
additional 17 channels gained
compared to a 300 MHz system.
But, the increase in bandwidth
does not come for free.
Due to the extra channel loading, there is adegradation in the
composite triple beat rating of the
amplifiers. The higher frequency
channels contribute a disproportionate share of the overload due
to the inherent limitations of active devices. There is also the decision of whether to install a standard headend and operate at a
reduced dB level, or to use a coherent headend risking possible

off-air signal ingressing. There is
also acoaxial cable loss of 15-17%.
These considerations do not
mean that a400 MHz system will
perform inferior to a300 MHz system, only that the installation cost
will be higher. Yet, 400 MHz is
cost-effective in yielding a50% increase in channel capacity versus
an approximate 20% installation
increase.
RCA Cablevision Systems is
committed to 400 MHz and to supplying those operators employing
the system. The Model 452 Amplifier, Model 450 line extender and
400 MHz passive devices are
available from your RCA sales
representative. To obtain acopy of
a detailed treatise on 400 MHz,
call (213) 891-7911.

TRUNK LINE
Q: We are contemplating converting three UHF channels to channels 2, 4 and 6, then combining
them simultaneously on our transportation system line with existing
channels 3 and 5. What do you
think of this convenient approach
of transporting signals from the
antenna site to the headend?
A: It may be convenient, but it
may also contribute to amass exodus of subscribers.
In this instance, you are compounding the already existing
problem of the equipment working
with adjacent channels, even if the
incoming signals from the tower
site are AGC or level controlled.
The UHF channels in your system
are without level control.
By attempting this procedure,
you may very well experience a20
dB fade in one channel along with
20 dB increases in the equivalent
adjacent channels. If this headend
overmodulation occurs, you would
require 80 dB performance in the
headend box to get a60 dB system.
Also, there is no doubt that using
this down-converting procedure
will, at some time, result in adjacent channel leakage.
These problems would be visible by subscribers in the home as
poor system performance and
would probably result in numerous complaints.
Here's what RCA Cablevision
Systems suggests: on transportation systems, do everything possible to ensure that the transported
signals are non-adjacent channels. This will reduce the requirement for reprocessing equipment
in the headend. This consideration
is especially valid if the adjacent
channels have non-controlled levels. An old adage at RCA that has
undoubtably saved customers untold dollars is, "A little bit of planning can eliminate a lot of
problems."
If you need help with the planning, contract RCA Cablevision
Systems.
RCA's Trunk Line Column answers current
questions by readers submitted to Cable Today.
All questions sent to RCA become the property of
RCA and the publication of the question and the
corresponding answer is at the discretion of the
Cable Today staff. Questions should be sent to:
Cable Today, RCA Cablevision Systems, 8500
Balboa Blvd., Van Nuys, CA 91409.

New RCA 400 MHz Converter
58-Channel Digital Control

RCA Cablevision Systems has introduced the new push-button KS
series of remote-tuning, set-top
converters. The KS series 58channel (400 MHz) converters utilize the latest digital technology,
featuring amicroprocessor design
that incorporates frequency-synthesized tuning and AFC for automatic, precise channel tuning.
The converters are fieldswitchable for standard, HRC and
IRC channel assignments, eliminating the need to stock three
different configurations. The fieldprogrammable, all-channel, inband decoder option accepts up to
16 levels of pay programming for
optimal flexibility in tiering of
services. RCA's unique new design provides simple, highly secure authorization of desired
channels. The units have been designed to add a future addressability option that will
provide control of subscriber service from acentral office. An elec-

tronic A/B switch option expands
the converter capability to 116
channels for application in dual
cable systems. The memory of the
RCA KS converter is capable of
storing 15 channels which can be
randomly selected from either the
A cable, B cable, or both.
The new KS series converter
joins the RCA family of subscriber
devices. The M series of set-top
converters now includes a 58channel model. This series is distinguished by its compact, elegant
design. The M series converters
are available for 300 MHz
applications.
The RCA SCMC converters
are available in cord remote or
one-piece set-top versions. This
product is cost-effective and provides reliable, simple operation.
For operators desiring to add
premium channels to existing systems with converters, or who have
12-channel systems, RCA has its
Encoder/Decoder system.

Iwant the full scoop or. RCA converters

CED 2/82

Please send me more information about:
KS Series Digital Converters

D M Series Converters
D Please contact me immediately

H SCMC Converters
Ll RCA Encoder/Decoder System
Phone

Name
Title
Company
Address
City/State

Zip

Clip and mail to: RCA Cablevision Systems, Cable Today, 8500 Balboa Blvd., Van Nuys, CA 91409

Dealing With The New
Stereo Satellite Services:
An Operator's Viewpoint
Increased use of the technical capabilities of satellite transmission means increased
complexities for the system operators and engineers. An article which appeared in October,
1981 CED by Dom Stasi of Warner Amex Satellite Entertainment Company ("TV In Stereo")
prompted the following response from the Chief Engineer with the San Jose, California
system. At the conclusion of this article, Dom Stasi offers his reaction to the problems and
criticisms expressed.
By David J. Large, chief engineer, Gill Cable TV.

R

ecently, two new services which incorporate stereo
audio information have become available for cable
system operators—Warner Amex's MTV: The Music
Channel and CBS Cable. Both of these services are
designed to be incorporated as part of a basic
(non-tiered) offering and are delivered with some commercials
included and available time slots for additional local commercial
insertion. The intention of the suppliers is that a simulcast
technique be used with standard monaural audio for the
television, and separate stereo on a carrier in the FM band.

Reception, Microwave Transmission—MTV
An explanation of the basic stereo transmission system used
by Warner Amex's MTV appeared in the October 1981 issue of
CED. In that article, Dom Stasi reviewed the mathematical
reasons for MTV's choice of non-standard 6.62 MHz (L+R) and
5.80 MHz (L-R) subcarriers for aural signals and their reasons for
wider subcarrier deviation (237 kHz peak vs. 100 kHz peak). Also
mentioned was the critical need for identical treatment of the two
aural subcarriers to preserve stereo separation. To that end, MTV
suggests adirect connection from the satellite video receiver to a
stereo transmission processor (as manufactured by Catel,
Learning, or Wegener). Figure 6a on page 00 shows the spectrum
of the MTV signal in the region of the subcarriers. Note the wide
deviation L+R subcarrier to the right and the much narrower L-R
to the left. The chrominance subcarrier at 3.58 MHz is to the
extreme left.

For operators fortunate enough to have their TVROs colocated with their studio facilities, asimple direct connection from
receiver to sideband processor as in Figure 1should be all that is
required. In our installation, however, we found that the wideband
de-emphasized output from a standard Microdyne 1100TVR
could not be used as the 6.62 MHz subcarrier was considerably
reduced in amplitude below the 5.8 MHz subcarrier. We had to
use a non-de-emphasized output to drive the stereo processor.
As of this writing this has not been resolved with MTV.
Because of this situation a more formidable problem is
presented to the operator who employs amicrowave link from his
earth station. If the stereo processor is placed at the TVRO site,
he then has video, monaural audio and stereo audio, to transmit. If
he chooses to place the processor at the headend or studio
receive site, then he must transmit both ade-emphasized video
and non-de-emphasized subcarriers, being very careful not to
disturb the gain or phase relationship of the subcarriers. Figure 2
shows an acceptable way of accomplishing this when using an
FM microwave link with subcarrier capability. Note that the 5.77.0 MHz filter must have very flat response.

Reception, Microwave Transmission—CBS
CBS has chosen a fundamentally different stereo transmission format. A normal 6.8 MHz monaural aural subcarrier (with
control tones added) is used and asecond subcarrier at 5.8 MHz
carries an already multiplexed stereo audio signal. Figure 6b on
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page 20 shows the CBS subcarrier spectrum with the multiplexed
FM on the left and the monaural to the right. If a microwave
transportation link is required, the entire composite video output
with de-emphasis can be fed to a wideband FM microwave
transmitter for transmission to a remote headend if required.
Figure 3 shows a typical equipment setup for reception and
transmission of a CBS signal. Note that the multiplexed FM
subcarrier is not in a normal broadcast format and, therefore,
cannot simply be converted to an appropriate FM band channel.
Rather, a special format utilizing deviations as wide as +550 kHz
is used. The reason for this is that with the comparatively low
carrier-to-noise ratios present in the satellite transmission line, a
wider deviation must be used to gain sufficient FM advantage to
deliver a broadcast quality signal. In order for the .cable operator
to use the signal, it must be demodulated and remodulated in a
standard broadcast format. Leaming Industries is the originator of
this particular format and is a supplier of the necessary
equipment. FM stereo modulator is required.

Commercial Insertion—MTV
One of the appeals to the system operator of the growing
family of satellite delivered basic services is the availability of
time slots for locally inserted commercials. Both MTV and CBS
provide for such insertions and, in fact, provide tones for the
purpose of activating VTRs.
In the case of MTV, we have at baseband three separate audio
signals, L+R (monaural audio for the TV modulator), and the
separate L and R signals going to the stereo FM modulator (at
least these are available in the Catel equipment). This means that
either the video switcher must have three audio-follows-video
auxiliary contacts available or that a stereo audio setup be used
and the L+R signal be created at the console output. Figure 4is a
simplified diagram of the switching necessary to accomplish the
former.

handles the stereo signal. Models are available for either
monaural or stereo commercial insertion upon receipt of an
external contact closure. The cable system operator must also
provide equipment for video and monaural audio switching and, if
automation is desired, detection of the control tones on the 6.8
MHz subcarrier. Figure 5 is a simplified diagram of such asetup
for manual insertion. The same considerations mentioned above
in MTV commercial insertion with respect to slaved time base
corrector and synchronous switching apply to CBS also.

Cable Signal Transportation
While some operators may be fortunate enough to have their
studio facilities located at the headend, many of us are not and
are linked by microwave or transportation cable of some sort. The
challenge, then, is to deliver the signals to the headend with as
little degradation as possible, particularly in view of the fact that
our advertisers will be looking very critically at the quality of the
end product!
Gill Cable, faced with aten-amplifier transportation link from
studio to headend, has chosen to use afull complement of video
FM equipment (such as made by TOMCO or Catel). A total of six
such links (plus several standard AM channels) carry various
advertising-supported channels. The result is that the measured
video signal-to-noise ratio at the headend is typically 55 dB,
certainly acceptable quality in our opinion.

Dolby Audio
Gill Cable has a very rich FM option for its customers. As a
dual-cable system it has the advantage of two FM bands on
which to offer programming. At present, Gill's "A" cable carries
31 separately processed FM broadcast signals plus stereo sound

Ihave assumed for that diagram that only monaural
commercial audio is available. Should stereo audio be available,
the same switching would be used, but a device to generate the
L+R commercial signal would be necessary.
The most significant simplification in Figure 4 is that the
switching between satellite programming and local insertions is
done asynchronously ("crunch" switching) with resultant nonprofessional looking program output. For a proper insertion, a
sync detector should be used on the satellite video and fed to
both avertical internal switcher and atime base corrector on the
VTR output.

Commercial Insertion—CBS
The audio considerations associated with the CBS format
signals are somewhat different. The Leaming equipment only
February 1982/19

from Gill's own movie channel. The aural signals of all basic
service channels are processed and presented at full 75 kHz
deviation on the "B" cable so that subscribers can enjoy better
fidelity and lower noise sound via their own high-fidelity
equipment. Despite this inducement, Gill's second outlet
penetration is only about 23 percent of basic subscribers, with
certainly less than half of those used for FM receivers.
The upshot of all this is that even in asystem with avery strong
FM service and where, furthermore, subscribers are accustomed
to simulcast stereo sound, no more than ten percent of the
audience is likely to use the facility. Multiply that percentage by
the rather small percentage of the high fidelity receivers in use
that have Dolby decoder capabilities, and you have anegligibly
small number of subscribers who can take advantage of the
additional noise reduction possibilities.
Dolby encoded signals, to be fair, are compatable to a
considerable degree with standard FM receivers. Through use of
25 microsecond rather than 75 microsecond pre-emphasis, the
compromises tend to be evened out. In A-B comparison tests run
for us by MTV, the difference was inaudible at the high average
signal level typical of MTV's product. At lower levels, however,
one would expect to find some high frequency peaking.
For the operator who feels uneasy about offering "nonstandard" FM sighals in his product, one solution is to use Dolby
decoding in the stereo processor equipment and then standard
modulation. This would preserve the Dolby advantage on the
satellite link while offering a more standard signal to the
subscriber.
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Toward a Standard
Either of these formats could form the basis for a standard.
Both have their advantages and disadvantages. The CBS
method offers a low cost way for a small operator to take the
service through use of a monaural 6.8 MHz sound channel. On

Too ,
Figure 6b CBS Subcarrier Spectrum
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the other hand, the stereo transmission is asingle vendor system
which Icertainly consider a non-ideal situation.
MTV offers a system which has multiple vendors and is well
specified, but through use of non-standard subcarriers and
deviations is more difficult to implement for the small operator
who may wish to use the simulcast sound. MTV also does not
offer non-Dolby television sound.
Ifeel that barring an industry-wide agreement on a stereo
sound transmission method that takes into account the various
conditions under which operators will have to utilize the signal,
the NCTA or SCIE should step forward and set such a standard.
This would simplify matters for program supplier, hardware
supplier and operator.
David J. Large joined Gill Cable TV four years ago and
holds the position of vice-president of engineering.
By Dom Stasi, director of engineering, Warner Amex Satellite
Entertainment Company.
An operator's viewpoint is a very welcome and necessary
ingredient to the suitability of any design. Consequently Isought,
and received, the indepth viewpoints of numerous operators prior
to developing the sum and difference dual subcarrier scheme
used by Warner Amex Satellite Entertainment Company. The
viewpoint of the operators tspoke with formed a substantial
representative sample of the CATV industry, and did not accord
with the views expressed by Dave Large in his article entitled
Dealing With The New Stereo Satellite Services: An Operator's
Viewpoint. In addition, I believe Mr. Large's article contains
misconceptions the casual reader would accept as accurate,
and I would like to refute these in the interest of balanced
reporting.
The selection of 6.62 MHz as the L +R frequency was not an
engineering endeavor but a marketing based signal denial
technique to encourage the proliferation of stereo precessors
and the attendant FM hook-up that is basic to the MTV
philosophy. The choice of alower than 6.8 MHz frequency was a
logical one, mathematically based, but primarily intended to
reduce composite deviations and their effect upon the FM
threshold. As is clearly evident with The Movie Channel, we are
utilizing 6.8 MHz as the L + R component, thus yielding a fully
compatible stereo baseband. On The Movie Channel, stereo is
offered as an option only and no source denial is needed.
I've clearly indicated that subcarriers must be accessed at the
composite video output of a satellite receiver. This is standard
practice with ancillary services carried in-band, above video.
Rather than assume that Mr. Large made so elementary a
mistake as to attempt to squeeze subcarriers from the baseband
output port, I'd like to think he would simply prefer the
convenience of a single all inclusive output from the receiver.
None exists. If Iinterpret Mr. Large's comments correctly, he
states some further resolution of this recommended configuration is n'eeded. None will be forth-coming. Persistence in
accessing subcarriers at the filtered baseband output is simply
acting contrary to good engineering practice, and in opposition to
abundant advice to that effect from those of us at MTV as well as
equipment manufacturers overall. To wit, asignal severely rolledoff above 4 MHz was, and will be, obtained by design.
Subcarriers are deliberately removed from video immediately
following demodulation. This is to prevent the possibility of
subcarrier to chrominance intermodulation products from
appearing in the reproduced picture. No commercial grade
receiver should be without this feature, and this is by no means
the port at which to access subcarriers. Accessing both video
and subcarriers at the clamped video output jack for retransmission is simple to be sure, but will impose serious
performance penalties. Subcarriers ravaged by the output low
pass filter are low level, distorted remnants not suitable as
origination signals in any format. Furthermore, the presence of

"non-de-emphasized subcarriers" at the composite video output
is irrelevant. Pre- and de-emphasis is carried out upon the
modulation intelligence and not on the carrier or subcarrier
signals to any desired end. Mr. Large's subcarrier level problems
are the result of utilizing an unsuitable output port contrary to
advice, and not the product of some yet unresolved preemphasis oversight at MTV.
Addressing Mr. Large's statements regarding Dolby encoding,
most cable system TVROs are small aperture affairs with carrier
to noise ratios on the order of 12dB or thereabout. They are
efficient, solid and inexpensive. The downside, however, lies in
the minimal margins inherent to such systems before perceptable degradations occur. Those most common are impulse or
random noise in the video, while the audio portion seemed
reasonably solid. The audio does, of course, suffer degradations
similar to those of video. The inadequacies of the audio systems
in most home TV receivers, however, simply prevent their
reproduction. This comfortable situation is subject to drastic
change when a subscriber takes the stereo hook up. The whole
gamut of pops, clicks, buzzes and hisses are, to widely varying
degrees, alive and well within the audio, especially when
received by a marginal TVRO, and will be reproduced with
startling clarity by your subscriber's expensive stereo system.
With MTV these conditions were anticipated and provisions
made to minimize their effect.
Mr. Large has alleged that on MTV we employ "non-standard"
deviations. Analysis of the MTV carrier spectrum will show two
high level audio subcarriers, both of which are deviated ±237kHz
(75kHz+10dB). This is the deviation limit specified by the satellite
manufacturer for optimum audio performance on a video
channel, thus yielding lower noise per ugit bandwidth compared
to more conservative transmission modes. Deviation standards
per se are predicated upon the nature of the transmitted signal.
The NCTA Satellite Engineering Subcommittee, in 1981,
recommended standards for CATV. As a member of that
committee, Iwould hardly violate its guidelines.
In addition, as readers are aware, the MTV audio transmission
system incorporates Dolby noise reduction encoding. The
decision to utilize noise reduction was not arrived at lightly, and
when applied in reception can yield aconsiderable improvement
in performance. Low cost decoders, (less than $50) are available
for consumer use and can provide up to 10dB of additional
quieting to your subscribers.
The selection of Dolby B as the reduction medium was a
response to its high degree of compatibility, a point proven in
innumerable worldwide tests over the last decade. The allegation
that such processing emphasizes source noise is not applicable
to MTV where all tapes (source) are Dolby "A"companded and
enjoy fully -20dB of source noise reduction prior to transmission,
and conversion to Dolby "B". As far as an existing decoder
population is concerned, recall if you will,that the first color
transmitter went on the air before anyone owned an NTSC
receiver. More directly let's recall how pioneers within our own
industry showed the foresight to begin, and sustain, satellite
transmissions when only one CATV system owned an earth
station! As engineers, it is our franchise and responsibility to
improve the state of the medium when the technology exists to do
so compatibly.
The body of work done by Dr. Dolby and his associates was
probably the finest bit of audio engineering done in twenty-five
years, and cannot be lightly dismissed. To elect not to utilize its
advantages simply because few decoders exist in place is the
type of mind set that would have our industry transmitting black
and white signals over a terrestrial network.
When we at Warner Amex Satellite Entertainment Company
developed an audio system for MTV, we did so with the
efficiencies and limitations of CATV in m:nd. Therefore, when
properly applied, even a small aperture earth terminal should
deliver audio performance in excess of 75dB above the noise—
quiet enough to please even the most discriminating subscriber
without sending you to the poor house.
February 1982/23

ONE UP
ON THE WORLD

WITH TECHNOLOGY,
MANUFACTURING AND SERVICE
The future is upon us. The world's communications become
more sophisticated every day. Let Microdyne put you one up
on the world with our technologically advanced satellite
receiving systems.
Microdyne's family of receivers and antennas include a
team of products to meet the ever-increasing demands
of the industry. Our receivers are constructed of the
finest components. Standard features include threshold
extension circuitry and frequency synthesization.
All Microdyne receivers are specifically designed for
reception of wide-band FM signals via domestic and
international satellites. We also provide aselection
of parabolic antennas from 3.66 to 7meters to
complete your specific system and meet the needs of
your subscribers.
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Cable Stereo: Some Basic
• Information On Satellite
Delivered Services
By Ned Mountain, marketing manager,
Wegener Communications, Inc.

A

sacable engineer, you need
only take acasual look at the
various transponder basebands to see that things are
changing. You will see many
"familiar" signals (video plus asingle 6.8
MHz audio subcarrier) as well as awide
variety of other subcarrier schemes. Just
compare the basebands of F3#3(WGN)
and F3#24(HBO), and you will quickly see
what we mean.
Cable engineers need to know not only
what these signals are, but also how to
use them as the program supplier intended. To this end, we will take alook at the
various formats, their applications, and
how the signals can best be processed for
cable distribution.

Services Available
In addition to providing standard TV
audio, a given transponder may be
carrying any one or all of the auxiliary
audio signals: stereo TV sound, audioonly feeds for the cable industry, or audioonly feeds primarily for non-cable distribution.
We have attempted to list all existing
auxiliary services that will be encountered
on "cable birds" in Figure #1. Bear in mind
that other satellite transponders are
transmitting audio-only programs in a
mode known as SCPC (single channel
per carrier). This type of transmission fills
up the transponder with audio carriers
and no video will be present. A good
example would be Westar 3transponder
#4.
As of this writing, there are three
systems being used on cable transponders to transmit stereo sound: the
Leaming System (used by CBS Cable and
Bravo), the Warner Amex System (used
by MTV and The Movie Channel), and the
Wegener 1600 System (used by WFMT,
Seeburg Music, Satellite Music Network,

Bonneville Beautiful Music, Moody Bible,
Continental Radio, and Family Radio).

from 50 to 15 kHz. L-R is transmitted as a
Double Sideband Suppressed carrier
signal centered at 38 kHz. A pilot signal of
19 kHz is transmitted as reference,
eliminating the necessity of pilot regeneration at each receive location. This signal
(with additional composite pre-emphasis)
typically deviates the subcarriers ± 400
kHz. The composite multiplex subcarrier
is used to modulate the main carrier at

The Learning System
The Learning system provides two
audio channels on a single multiplexed
subcarrier. The audio baseband is formatted around conventional FM stereo
broadcast techniques with some additional constraints. L+R audio is transmitted

Figure 1

Subcarrier Audio Services on the Air
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Service

Satellite Transponder

Subcarrier
Frequency

Satellite Radio Network

F,

2

6.2 MHz

Standard mono
audio

3

558 L
5.76 R

Wegener 1600

Satellite Music Network
(Pop Adult)

Format

Satellite Music Network
(Modern Country)

F.

3

5.94 L
6.12 R

Wegener 1600

WFMT

F.

3

6.30 L
6.48 R

Wegener 1600

Bonneville Beautiful Music

F.

3

7.38 L
7.56 R

Wegener 1600

Seeburg Music

F.

3

7.695
(7.5 kHz mono)

Wegener 1600

The Movie Channel

F.

5

6.8 (1,41)
5.8 (L-R)

Warner Amex

Moody Bible

F,

6

558 L
5.76 R

Wegener 1600

Continental Radio

F3

8

6.30 L
6.48 R

Wegener 1600

MTV

F3

i1

6.62 (L.13)
5.8 (L-R)

Warner Amex

Da

4V

5.58
5.76
5.94
6.12

Wegener 1600

Family Radio

L
R'
e."
L
R'
w."

CBS Cable

W3

6

5.8

Learning

Bravo

D.

3H

5.8

Learning
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typical levels of 3 to 4 MHz of peak
deviation. (3.5 to 6dB above the level of a
normal 6.8 MHz subcarrier.)
Reception of this signal requires that
the following steps be taken: demodulation of composite wideband subcarrier;
Baseband composite de-emphasis and
re-modulation of FM band carrier by
composite signal.
In addition, Leaming provides aswitchable "whistle filter" to eliminate audible
beat notes that can occur between
15.734 kHz sync multiples anc!the19 kHz
pilot. The filter provides deep notches in
the baseband at 15.734, 31.468, and
47.202 kHz to prevent these beats from

with

forming. Check with the program supplier
using the Leaming system for the proper
hardware to receive his service. A block
diagram of this system is shown in Figure
#2.

The Warner Amex System
Warner Amex has chosen a dual
subcarrier system for transmission of
their stereo services. L+R (monaural)
audio is transmitted on one subcarrier
and L-R audio is transmitted on another.
Peak deviations of ± 200 kHz are used on
each subcarrier, and main carrier deviation by the subcarrier is approximately 2.0
MHz. The two subcarriers each employ

standby power

OVER 10000 UNITS
OPERATING AND FIELD
ROVEN COAST TO COAST
New Franchise or Rebuild?
ALPHA offers you
unsurpassed reliability
along with these features:
• Automatic battery cycling.
• Extended battery life due to
temperature compensated float
and equalize charging.
• Less than 1cycle transfer time.
• Inverter crystal controlled and
line synchronized. 20-30 second
time delay before synchronized
retransfer to utility.
• Epoxy coated aluminum enclosure
for maximum durability.
• All batteries on top to keep
vapours and corrosive emissions
away from electronics.
And for state-of-the-art systems
these options:
APM (Automatic Performance Monitor)
Performs selftesting and monitoring
functions.
Saves costly maintenance time.
For even better operating economy,
talk to us about the new Micro
Processor Status Monitoring
and Control.
ALPHA TECHNOLOGIES
1305 Fraser St, D-6
Bellingham,
WA 98226
(206) 671-7703

Scottsdale,
Arizona
(602) 948-4484

7033 Antrim Ave.
Monterey,
Burnaby, B.C.
California
V5J 4M5
(408) 646-0727 (604) 430-1476

75 microsecond pre and de-emphasis.
The system is designed such that remodulation on cable FM with 75 microsecond pre-emphasis will make the
signal identical to Dolby-FM broadcasts.
A block diagram of the Warner Amex
system is shown in Figure #3.
For optimum demodulation of the
Warner Amex system, baseband audio
gain and phase errors must be held
extremely low. The uplink audio chain
(manufactured by Wegener Communications, Inc.) is carefully monitored and
regularly checked for gain and phase
accuracy. Note we are discussing recovered audio and not subcarrier gain
and phase, as subcarrier amplitude levels
can vary slightly without audible degradation. The amount of stereo separation that
you will receive in your headend is a
function of gain and phase equality in your
stereo processor demodulator. Since
decoder design is critical, Warner Amex
has taken the trouble to evaluate the
vendor designs of stereo processors and
given appropriate approvals. Be sure to
check with Warner Amex to ensure the
unit you are purchasing is on their
approved design list. To do otherwise
would compromise your subscribers.
It should be noted that anon-standard
L+R (mono) subcarrier frequency of 6.62
MHz was chosen for MTV to deliberately
encourage the cable industry to provide
full stereo to subscribers. The Movie.
Channel, on the other hand, transmits the
L+R signal on a conventional 6.8 MHz
subcarrier giving the operator the choice
of full stereo. Program suppliers need to
utilize their transponder basebands
according to their marketing and technical
objectives for that service. MTV is agood
example of non-standardization being
used to insure that marketing objectives
will be met.

The Wegener 1600 System
The Wegener 1600 System made its
debut in early 1981. This system transmits
discreet left and right audio as individual
low level subcarriers. Subcarrier levels,
deviation, and spacing have been optimized for spectrum efficiency consistent
with full fidelity program channel quality.
Using the Wegener System it is possible
to transmit at least eight mono (four stereo
pairs) subcarriers along with video and
6.8 MHz program audio. A look at F3#3
(WGN) will reveal a total of thirteen
subcarriers and an occupied transponder
bandwidth that is still well within the
emission designator. Other transponders
on which the Wegener low level subcarriers
can be seen are F3#6 (WTBS), F3#8
(CBN), and Comstar D2 (NCN). Since
levels of these subcarriers are 4 to 6 dB
lower than recovered 6.8 MHz audio,
subcarrier spacing is only 180 kHz, and
subcarrier deviations of only ± 50 kHz are
used; aconventional subcarrier demodula-

CATV

te

Technical Seminar
BMM NATIONAL SCHOOLS is conducting its scheduled two week
C.A.T.V. technical seminar on March 8, 1982 at the Van Nuys,
California facility. The Technical Training Course is specifically
designed for the "cable T.V. Technician," and extends into the
instruction of basic electronics, with emphasis on practical "hands on"
understanding of balancing, operating, maintaining, and trouble
shooting the modern cable system of today!

Eighty-hour course includes:
1. Headends
2. Amplifiers (performance)
3. System Preventative Maintenance:
(Trunk & Distribution)
(Summation sweeping)
4. System maps & symbols
5. System powering
6. Trouble shooting
Representation from the major C.A.T.V. suppliers will assist in
making this the finest technical seminar of its kind.

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL:

213-994-2288

n
n

National, Inc.

7320 Valjean Avenue

[213] 994-CRTV
• Van Nuys, CA 91406

tor will not provide satisfactory reception.
In addition, a proprietary adaptive preand de-emphasis system (compander) is
used to optimize the recovered signal-tonoise ratio. If the demodulator and audio
processor compander characteristics do
not exactly match those of the uplink,

channel frequency response and dynamic
accuracy will be affected. In general,
listening to these subcarriers on conventional demodulators will result in a noisy
signal with unnaturally high frequency
peaking.
As in the case with Leaming and

Figure 2

The Learning Composite Subcarrier Stereo
Transmission System
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Warner Amex, the program supplier using
this system should be consulted as to
hardware necessary to receive his service.
A diagram of the Wegener System is
shown in Figure #4.

Common Pitfalls
Since many of the stereo satellite
services require different treatments in
the headend, it might be wise to point out a
few of the more common pitfalls that can
be encountered.
Use the correct port on your satellite
receiver. Most commercial grade satellite
receivers have two types of "video
outputs": the most obvious is the one
usually labeled "VIDEO OUT". This port
contains the purest video with clamping
and video de-emphasis. Since the deemphasis curve has little effect at subcarrier frequencies, the receiver manufacturer usually provides additional filtering to
roll off the high end of the basebano
(above 4.2 MHz). It has been my experience that subcarrier demodulators connected to this port will exhibit totally
unpredictable performance which varies
from receiver to receiver and subcarrier
demod to subcarrier demod. Do not use
the video out port to demodulate subcarriers.
The second type of port generally
available contains the entire baseband in
an unfiltered, unclamped condition with

CATV indoor distribution amplifiers
from Blonder-Tongue
Backed by more than 30 years of technical and manufacturing experience,
Blonder-Tongue sets a standard of quality in the industry that's hard to
beat. These DA series amplifiers are no exception.
DA -51
2/3 Wideband
Distribution Amplifiers
• Specifically Designed
for CATV "Drop"
Distribution Systems
• Wide Freouency
DA -30

Range for Incorporat-

Wideband

ing MID/SUPER
Bands with VHF/FM

Distribution Amplifier
• Flat Response 50-300 MHz
• 40 dBmV Output per
Channel for 21
Channels
• Front Panel Gain
and Slope Controls
• Slim Line Design Easy to Install
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DA -21
CATV
Distribution Amplifier
• Ideal CATV Distribution Amplifier in Small
Apartment Buildings

DA -33
Wideband Amplifier

• Ultra-Wide Bandwidth
0.5 MHz-300 MHz
• Push-Pull Hybrid
IC Amplifier
• Exceptionally High
Output

For more information on these
fine DA Series Amplifiers,
give CWY

CWY Electronics
405 N. Earl Avenue
Lafayette, IN 47904
Toll Free (800) 428-7596
Indiana (800) 382-7526
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This electrifying
new performer
was born for
CableTV.

Presenting the Gould Watchman.

to prevent internal shorting and "treeing" from negative to
It stays on the job longer because its designed to
positive grids.
take constant charging.
We added extra electrolyte above the plates to
Just the battery you need for standby power to
minimize service frequency.
amplify cable signals during utility outages.
Then, we completed the Watchman with offset,
In the past, you've had to rely on conventional
studded terminals that fight corrosion and provide for
batteries to perform that function.
quick connections. Plus, removable gang vents that
Not anymore.
--I make servicing easier.
Now Gould, the leader
Add up all those feain battery technology, leads
YES, tell me more.
tures and you've got a
again with the first battery
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specifically engineered for
Gould Watchman battery.
maintain battery.
cable television.
A battery that costs
The Gould Watchman.
less money in the long run.
We constructed it of
A battery born for
Name
our new Calcium Plus alloy
Cable TV
Title_
for:
Want to know more?
•alow gassing rate.
Call us at (612) 681-5388 or
Company
•less water loss.
mail this coupon today.
Address
•lower cost over the
life of the battery.
City_
We gave it longer life
State
with aspecific gravity that
Zip
Electronics & Electrical Products
permits it to accept constant,
Telephone
Committed to
low voltage charging.
area code
number
We incorporated premaking batteries
mium envelope separators
MAIL TO: Gould Inc.
better than ever.

"› GOULD
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P.O. Box 43140, St. Paul, MN 55164
Attn: Bob Hasewinkle

video de-emphasis. This port is usually
labeled "composite out", "baseband out",
"unfiltered video", etc. This is the port you
want. Believe it or not, most service calls
are from people trying to use the wrong
port on the receiver!
Unique situations such as video FM
supertrunk and terrestrial microwave from
TVRO to headend will present anew set of
challenges. The best suggestion is to
contact the vendor and program supplier
for these special cases as they are all
unique.

off-air or processed. 400 kHz spacing is
entirely satisfactory, but nothing less.
Select only standard FCC assignments when allocating FM channels.
Such non-standard frequencies as 107.0,
88.4, etc. cannot easily be tuned by many
of today's digitally synthesized tuners.

Figure 3

The Warner Amex Stereo Transmission System

The Last Mile
Once you finally get the stereo audio at
the headend, it is not a simple matter of
just injecting the signal on the FM band
and adjusting the level! Cable engineers

Standard FM assignments always end in
an odd integer (107.1, 88.3, etc.).
Do not run an FM stereo signal through
FM equalizing traps as stereo performance can be severely degraded as a
function of trap bandwidth. FM traps can
be used, however, to effectively clear out
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"Century 10 feedforward
amplifiers give us
what we need...
Performance!"

MICHAEL G. HARRIS
Vice President, Engineering
Century Communications Corp.
t
Not affiliated with Century Ill
Electronics)

e

"Higher gain, less distorfion, high
reliability and superb AGC . .I'd hate to be
without it." That's what Mike Harris says about
Century III feedforward amplifiers. And, he
should know. Mike uses tnern to solve some
pretty tough problems in entire systems and
long-haul applications throughout the country.
In aConnecticut system, Mike uses feed-.
•
forward entirely, greatly reducing the number
/
of amplifiers required. He used it in Huntington, West Virginia to upgrade a low band run to a 21
channel system by simpiy replacing the low band
amplifiers with feedforward amplifiers. In Virginia,
Mike had to contend with a dead run of cable 10 or
12 miles long through some very inaccessible areas.
"It had to go 6,000 feet across a
mountain without an amplifier,"
'•
SU
he says." Use of feedforward
made this possible. And,
„Mt. '•
in San Pablo, California,
Mike needed to increase his bandwidth

and get agood signal at the head end for distribution throughout the system. He installed
feedforward directly into existing locations and
now has avery stable signal with high reliability.
"We've been able to eliminate a lot of inaccessible
head ends, with an accompanying cost savings by
using feedforward," Mike comments.
Century Ill feedforward amplifiers have helped
solve alot of Mike's problems and they can help solve
yours. With 50-plus channel capability at bandwidths
from 45 to above 400 MHz, they're ideal for complete
systems, high-level distribution and long-haul applications. Give Century III acall today for feedforward
answers and information on our complete line of
broadband products.

CENTURY III ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
3880 E Eagle Dr., Anaheim. CA 92807 •Phone (714) 630-3714 •TWX: 910 591-2720
Eastern U.S.
2250 Highway 78
Snellville Plan
Sneliville, Ga 30278
Phone 1404) 972-3902

Canada
1580 Rand Ave.,
Vancouver, B.C. V6P3G2
Phone: (um) 263-0911
Telex: 04-55490

Europe
Electro Service. N.V.
Kleinu Nieowendijk 40
B-2800 Mechelen. Belgium
Phone: 15-216726

Richard Hirschmenn Electric
A-6330 Rankweil-Brederis
Obmer Paspelsweg 6-8, Austria
Phone: 055 22/371-0 Serie
Telex: 052 239
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NInnufacturIng. Inc

Anyway you look at it...
ADM HAS YOUR ANTENNA!
• New-20' Antenna Available
• Sturdy aluminum and steel construction
• 11' dish expandable to 13'
• Remote control rotating feed standard
• Polar mount with optional remote control
drive
• Easy assembly and installation
Antenna Development & Manufacturing, Inc.
P.O. Box 1178 /Poplar Bluff, MO 63901 /314-785-5988 or 314-686-1484

a portion of the FM band from a broadband input and make that spectrum
available for locally injected signals.
Run the FM stereo carrier at levels
sufficient for reasonable signal-to-noise
ratios at subscriber drops. FM mono to
stereo degradation is considerable and
needs to be taken into account. Figure #5
illustrates the detected mono and stereo
detected signal-to-noise ratios measured
on a typical cable system. Note that the
typical aural carrier level of channel 6
video minus 15 dB provides only a55 dB
stereo signal-to-noise ratio which translates into moderate background "hiss".
For reasonable FM stereo performance,
we suggest that the carrier be set at a
channel 6video minus 10 dB level at the
headend, resulting in a detected stereo
signal-to-noise ratio of 60 dB -not great,

Program suppliers need
to utilize their transponder basebands according to their marketing
and technical objectives
for that service. MTV is a
good example of nonstandardization being
used to insure that marketing objectives will be
met.

but definitely acceptable to the average
listener. (For additional information, we
suggest reviewing my 1980 and 1981
NCTA Convention papers -available in
the NCTA technical paper transcripts or
upon request from Wegener Communications.)

Conclusion

Turn to page 39 and find out what's going on up there. For
additional copies contact Marcia Larson, Customer Service
Department, Titsch Publishing, Inc., P.O. Box 5400 TA., Denver,
Colorado 80217; (303) 573-1433.
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We hope this article has provided
some insight into the world of satellite
delivered audio services and how to use
them. It is my sincere belief that these
services will proliferate and become a
popular and welcome addition to cable
entertainment packages in the 1980's.
With a little thought and planning, the
cable engineer can be ready to implement these services with a minimum of
surprises.

Figure 4

The Wegener 1600 FM Stereo Transmission System
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from Utility Line
During Standby

Mono to Stereo Degradation as Measured at Both Lab and SubDrop on San Angelo, Texas Cable System. Cascade was 20 Trunk, 1
Bridger, and 1Line Extender.
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Timer

CycleType
Battery
Charger
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Short
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Protection
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Before
Transfer
Fast
Transfer

Fail Safe
Features
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Ferroresonant
Output in
Normal Mode
Transient Free
Square Wave
Inverter
Output

Slide Mounted
Battery Tray
Option

Pole or
Pedestal
Mounting

Plus Many
Options,

Mono
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Its outstanding performance
features determine how PowerVision®
performs — providing an uninterrupted
source of 12 amperes of clean 30 0r60
volt square wave power to CATV
systems.
The PowerVision NB113C is the
practical solution to power problems —
only 24 inches wide, 23 inches high
and 12 1
/
2 inches deep, it weighs 98
pounds without batteries. And, for easy
service, the electronic modules may
be readily changed without interrupting
cable service.
For additional ordering information
contact:

60
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Ned Mountain is marketing manager for Wegener Communications,
Inc., an Atlanta based company dedicated to development of satellite
auxiliary services. His prior experience
includes two years as a senior engi-

neer with UA -Columbia Cablevision
and eight years with Motorola Communications and Electronics, Inc.,
systems engineering group. He holds
a BSEE degree from the University of
Pittsburgh.

powtoesiori
1044 Pioneer Way, El Cajon, CA 92020
(714) 588-1272
2840 Coronado, Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 630-2260

See us at the Texas show
at Booths #611. 613. 615.
617 619

Oki
ELECTRONICS, INC

The

spay 400

MHz Series

CATV DIVISION
1

TELEPHONE OR WRITE
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC./CATV DIVISION
50 ANTIN PLACE, BRONX, N.Y. 10462

TOLL FREE (800) 223-8312
(Continental U.S.A., Puerto Rico. Virgin Islands)
(212) 892-1000 Call Collect (New York State)
Copyright 1981 RMS Electronics, Inc

The Torus 4.5-Meter
Multibeam Satellite
Earth Station Antenna
By Jim Travis, sales manager for COMSAT
Maintenance and Supply Center.

Description
The model 450TC torus antenna
provides constant quality signals from
multiple satellites, simultaneously utilizing
the same reflecting surface. It also
provides the versatility of switching easily
from one satellite to another (see Table l).
The offset design of the torus provides a
gain equivalent to a 4.5-meter parabolic
antenna with significantly lower sidelobes.
This results in much less interference from
signals from either terrestrial microwaves
or adjacent satellites as close as 2° apart.
By dedicating afeed to each satellite, at
least 17 sharp beams may be received
within a50° orbital arc simultaneously.
Model 450TC consists of 12 uniquely
contoured, rigid AccuShape panels
manufactured of high strength aluminum.
AccuShape is aprecision metal contouring
process proprietary to Radiation Systems,
Inc. The precision-tooled panels, which
are parabolic in one plane and circular in
the plane of the satellite equatorial orbit,
are supported by asteel backup structure.
All like parts are interchangeable and are
factory set with no field adjustments
required.
Projecting to the front of the reflector
are spars which support atray on which
multiple feeds are positioned along the
orbital arc. Two feeds are furnished, and
additional feeds can be ordered. Each

The Torus 4.5-meter antenna.
Table I

Features of the Torus Antenna
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simultaneous multiple satellite access (up to 17 satellites)
Constant signal quality with low sidelobes
Savings in equipment, real estate and maintenance costs
Rugged all-metal construction: trouble-free operation
Quick access to alternate satellites by simple feed reorientation
Capability of simultaneous operation at 4/6 and 12/14 GHz
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feed has a protective radome window
which uses a unique breathing system to
eliminate the need for expensive pressurization equipment. The assembled
reflector/feed structure is mounted on
steel supports which orient the antenna
toward the satellites. These supports
contain fine-tuning adjustment screws for
optimum positioning of the antenna. Model
45010 has sufficient reflector surface
accuracy and mount stiffness to operate
with Ku-band satellites. By selecting the
proper feeds, the torus antenna can
operate in C-band only, Ku-band only, or in
both bands simultaneously.
The model 450TC torus antenna was
developed and patented by COMSAT.
Under an exclusive license from COMSAT,
Radiation Systems, Incorporated /SATCOM
Technologies, Incorporated manufacture
the torus. RSI and SOT have over 20 years
of experience in design and production of
communications antennas, assuring the
customer of atruly superior product. The
COMSAT Maintenance and Supply Center (M&S Center), through an agreement
with the manufacturer (RSI/SCT), offers
the torus for sale. The M&S Center also
specializes in complete earth station
installation, equipment repair, calibration,
integration, fabrication, parts supply, and
related training programs. The M&S
Center, established in 1968 as a full
service field support organization for the
COMSAT earth station network, now
offers its state-of-the-art technology and
expertise to the commercial telecommunications industry.

Jim Travis spent nine years with Ampex
and was involved in Federal Marketing.
He has been with COMSAT for two
years.

Table ICont.
Options
Feeds with the following polarizations:
Receive/Transmit
Orthogonal linear
Coplanar linear

Receive Only
Single linear
Dual linear

3-port linear frequency reuse
(2-port orthogonal receive,
1 transmit port copolarized)
4-port orthogonal linear
frequency reuse
Specifications—Model 450TC
Electrical
Frequency
Receive
Transmit

3.7-4.2 GHz
5.925-6.425 GHz

Receive
Transmit

43.2 dBi
46.1 dBi

Gain

1.251

VSWR
Receive
Transmit

Beamwidth at Midband
-3dB
-15dB
-3 dB
-15 dB
First Sidelobe Level
Radiation Pattern*

Antenna Noise Temperature
(ref. omt port), Typical
10° Elevation
Cross-Polarization
Discrimination
1dB Beamwidth

1.15°
2.25°
0.75°
1.45°
-20dB
32-25 log O dBi 1° ≤8≤48°
-10 dBi 48° ≤6≤180°
36°K

-30 dB

Mechanical
Reflector Size
Feed Interface
Receive
Transmit
Net Weight
Wind Loading at 32°F
Operational
Survival
Pointing Accuracy

—36 ft wide

X

—15 ft high

CPR 229G
CPR 137G
—5500 lb
Environmental
30 mph gusting to 60 mph
125 mph with no ice;
0.035° rms in 30-mph winds
gusting to 45 mph:
0.070 rms in 45-mph winds
gusting to 60 mph.

We've got replacement components coming out of our ears...
Uncomfortable maybe, but it makes for one
super inventory. From attenuators to
zeners, we've got the replacement
components you need — for over thirty
major manufacturers and all in one shop.
Most components are on our shelves now.
This means we fill most orders the day we
receive them. No waiting four to five
weeks. You actually get your components
before you forget why you ordered them.
And they'll perform, or we'll replace them.
No charge. No hassle.
Call our toll-free number, 800-327-6690,
See us at the Texas Show Booth No. 257.

and ask for your favorite component.
Or ask for our free, 66-page Replacement
Components Catalog. Read it over — it
may not move you to tears, but it could be
good for your system.
While you're at it, ask for our "Winter
Specials" bulletin, featuring price
reductions on anumber of top-grade
components.
For additional information, call or write
Broadband Engineering, Inc., P.O. Box
1247, Jupiter, Florida 33458.

BROADBAND
A SUBSIDIARY OF AUGAr

DISCOVER THE BENEFITS
OF OUR MULTIPLE-BEAM
ANTENNA

Only SIMULSAT® can see all domestic satellites at
once with consistant performance on each bird.
This means that you can see from Satcom I(135°
W) to Comstar D3 (87° W) with the performance
characteristics of a4.6 meter antenna. This is the
only existing antenna in the world to accomplish
this.
Simulsat is not just an idea on the drawing boards,
it's in operation today, working for major MSG's
and Television Broadcasters.
New programs and services are constantly being
added to acontinually increasing number of
satellites. In the past, multiple satellite reception
required the construction of an Antenna Farm.
Simulsat can save you valuable capital and real
estate. Make asmart investment for your business
and let Simulsat be your plan for the future.

Present Domsat Positioning
135

Geostationary orbit

\
N

Satcom I, 135° W •
Comstar D-4, 127° W

•

Westar 11, 123.5° W

‘""o

•

Satcom II, 119° W

e

Anik 2, 114°W

e

Anik B, 109° W

co
e

Westar I, 99° W

•

Comstar D2 & D1, 95° W

•

•
1
Westar Ill, 91° W
Comstar D3, 87° W

SIMULSAr

Pat. pending.

ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
Western Office
3353 S. Highland Dr., Suite 514
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109
(702) 733-9658

Eastern Office
895 Central Florida Parkway
Orlando, Florida 32809
(305) 851-1112

HOW TO STEAL
TH SHOW.
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SCRAMBLED CABLE TV? Buy or
build your own decoder and beat any
scrambling system. Impossible to detect.
Send $5.00 for complete plans and parts
list. Newest schematics avail., just tell us
your cable system, mfr. and model #.
P.O. Box Xi, Rockaway, M ich.

HOW TO STOP IT.
reconstituted decoding techniques.
With today's multi-TV set homes, traps are more
economical because they eliminate the need to install
one or more descramblers inside every home in your
system. That means substantially lower overall costs,
whether you are adding new pay service, bidding on
new franchises, or rebuilding your existing system.
And only Vitek traps have apatented construction that
makes them virtually maintenance free.
Vitek is the most effective trap.
When it comes to Pay-TV security, the most

Vitek multi-channel traps
provide more security
for your premium channels.
No matter how sophisticated ascrambled Pay-TV
security system is, as long as the service goes into a
home, it's vulnerable. For once it's inside the home,
subscribers can clip wires, un-do security screws, buy
"black boxes" and come up with ways you haven't
even dreamed of to take your Pay-TV service for aride.
Industrywide, theft of service translates into an
operator's nightmare of up to $140 million annually*.
And as cable systems increase their Pay-TV services by
adding 2, 3, 4 and more premium channels, the
temptation to cheat will increase just as dramatically.
Trapping outperforms, scrambling.
That's why major MSO's and independent cable
systems alike are turning to Vitek traps to protect their
programming and their revenues. They already know
how trapping outperforms scrambling schemes in
effectiveness and in reducing costs.
Traps are more effective because they can block
out up to 4separate channels or other combinations
of tiers, before they enter the home. That eliminates
the chance of cheating by subs who don't pay for the
service. And, best of all, trapping means zero degradation for your pay subscribers, compared with

effective method you can use is trapping. And the
most effective trap is Vitek. That's why over a
thousand cable systems are already using Vitek single
and multi-channel cable traps to protect their
revenues.
Make sure you maintain the profit in your pictures
by calling Vitek today at (201) 287-3200—before
anyone else tries to steal your show!

VITEK Electronics Inc.
4Gladys Court
Edison, NJ. 08817
Tel. (201) 287-3200
CED

VITEK

a
sarya ALIGAT

2/82

Iam concerned about my Pay-TV revenues! Iam
interested in:

O Upgrading System
O Rebuilding System
1:1 New Franchise Proposal
Name
Title

Telephone

Cable System
Address
City

State

Zip

'Based on aKagan report of monthly revenues in The Pay-TV Newsletter,
Apri130, 1981, and conservative estimates of a 10% piracy rate

VITEK
VITEK Electronics Inc., 4Gladys Court, Edison, NJ. 08817

Tel. (201) 287-3200

Placing TVRO
Antennas
At A Distance
By C. Douglas Rasmussen, product
marketing manager, Hughes Microwave
Communications Products.

11

,1his article discusses cost effective ways to extend the
distance between TVRO antennas and other equipment
associated with cable systems. The technique discussed herein
provides greater flexibility for the antenna
site which can reduce the need for new
property and/or buldings. The ability to
locate TVRO antennas at distances
greater than one-half mile from the cable
headend will help to overcome restrictions due to terrain, frequency coordinations, zoning, cost and other criteria. Also
included is a technical review of basic
down-link calculations and considerations that will enable cable operators to
verify that system performance will not be
adversely affected by extended antenna/
headen distances.

Figure 1

Typical First Generation TVRO.
37 -4.2 GHz

•4 GHz
Interfacility
Link (IFL)

Antenna

7/8' Air Dielectric
Cable
(Loss =3dB/100 Feet

Indoor
Receiver(s)

'Case A

One Receiver System
Typical Limit of 800 Feet at aCost of $3200 for Cable Only.

'Case B

Five Receivers System
Typical Limit of 400 Feet at aCost of $1600 for Cable Only.
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Video
Audio

Figure 2

Typical New Generation TVRO.
Optional Post Amplifier
I

r
— —1Second ›— — —

First Generation TVROs
Early TVROs utilized video receivers
requiring a4GHz RF input direct from the
antenna and low noise amplifier (LNA).
The output from these receivers was
baseband video and audio. Conversion
from 4GHz to video often included 1,2, or
3 intermediate (IF) stages. As a result of
this RF-IN/Baseband-Out approach, the
cable or interfacility link (IFL) between
outdoor and indoor equipment required
the use of expensive, low loss, 4 GHz
cable.
Figure 1is ablock diagram of atypical
first generation TVRO. For the most part,
the antenna and LNA determine the
system figure of merit (G/T). Signal
losses and minor mismatches beyond the
LNA will have minimum impact on system
performance, providing losses (IFL +
Power Divider) are less than about 25 dB
or one-half of the LNA gain. When using a
typical LNA having a gain of 50 dB, any
losses above 25 dB will begin to degrade
system performance (i.e. G/T, S/N,
C/N).

bk.

Receiver
41
First
LNA

Outdoor
DownConverter

1.2 GHz Interfacility
Link (IFL)

Receiver
412

Common 75 OHM Trunk
Cable—(0.5, 0.75, 1.0 inch)
(Loss =2— 3dB/100 feet)

3.7 -4.2 GHz

*Case A

One Receiver Using 1.0 Inch Trunk Cable
Typical Limit is 950 Feet at aTotal Cable Cost of $850.

'Case B

Five Receivers Using 1.0 Inch Trunk Cable
Typical Limit is 350 Feet at a Total Cable Cost of $300.

'Case C

Five Receivers Using 1.0 Inch Trunk Cable and Post Amplifier
Typical Limit is 2300 Feet at aTotal Cost for Cable and Post Amplifier of $3000.

As indicated in Figure 1, the practical
limit for distance between the antenna
and receiver(s) is somewhere between
400 -800 feet. These relatively short
distances place undue constraints on the
antenna location site as well as cable
operators pocketbooks. This 400 -800
foot distance may not allow antenna
positioning to take advantage of natural
shielding (frequency coordinations) or

more aesthetic locations. These factors,
along with the availability and handling of
bulky 7/8ths inch air dielectric cable add
further difficulties. Additional system
complexity and cost may be incurred as
each receiver duplicates the first downconversion stage from 4 GHz.

New Generation TVROs
The advent of amass satellite distribu-

tion network for cable systems, including
the use of multiple receivers and even
multiple antennas at a given site, has
prompted hardware manufacturers to
look for new cost effective techniques.
Early TVRO systems employed up to
three receivers per system. New requirements typically use eight or more receivers
for each polarization at each site. In
addition to cost, manufacturers' new
designs have to consider performance,
frequency agility, antenna size and
location and the number of receivers
used in each cable system.
Modern TVRO receivers employ "block
downconversion" which replaces the
need for RF downconversion circuitry in
each receiver. Block downconversion is a
technique by which the entire 500 MHz
band (24 transponders) is converted from
4 GHz to 1.2 GHz in asingle step. This not
only reduces receiver cost by utilizing a
single RF downconverter for multiple
receivers (up to 12 receivers for each
polarization) but also eliminates the need
for expensive 4 GHz IFL cabling. The use
of this new industry standard IF frequency
of 1.2 GHz also appreciably extends the
maximum distance between antenna and
receivers.
Figure 2 is atypical block diagram of a
new generation TVRO. As shown, substantial savings are possible by using
common 75 ohm trunk cable in conjunction with a TVRO using a 1.2 GHz
interface. IFL cost savings are doubled
when programming is received from both
horizontal and vertical polarizations. The
cable operator can now save money or
"buy distance" at locations where the
antenna must be greatly removed from
the existing headend. The interconnect
cable (IFL) for a typical distance of 350
feet now costs about $300 (4 GHz cable
costs about $1,400). The $3,000 cost of
an old 4 GHz IFL of 400 feet now will
extend the distance to 2,300 feet using
trunk cable. This $3,000 price includes
the cost of trunk cable and a 40 dB gain,
1.2 GHz post amplifier. Further use of a60
dB gain LNA (costing about $500 more

Table 1

Characteristics of IFL Cables
Description

Frequency

Diameter
(inches)

RF Loss
Approx. Cost
(per 100 feet)
(per foot)

Air Dielectric

4 GHz

.87

3 dB

$4.00

Foam Dielectric

4 GHz

0.5

7 dB

Trunk Cable

$1.50

1 GHz

0.5

3.1 dB

Trunk Cable

$0.30

1 GHz

0.75

2.7 dB

Trunk Cable

$0.50

1 GHz

1.0

2.0 dB

$0.90

Table 2

Terms and Definitions
EIRP: Effective Isotrophic Radiated Power from a satellite transponder to a particular
point on earth* (use EIRP of 30 dBW, worst case, for SATCOM l).
IFL:

Interfacility Link is the cable or cables used to interconnect outdoor equipment at
the TVRO antenna to indoor equipment.

BLOCK DOWN- CONVERSION:
Heterodyning the entire 3.7 to 4.2 GHz satellite band down to 905 to 1450 MHz in
a single conversion. A single downconverter signal can feed multiple receivers.
(Typically up to 12 per polarization)
a:

Free Space loss between satellite and point on earth* (use 196 dB typical)

GA:

Antenna Gain* (use 44 dB for typical 5 Meter)

TA:

Antenna Noise Temperature

LO:

Loss between antenna and LNA •(use 0 dB when LNA is connected direct to
antenna)

GP:

LNA

TP:

LNA Noise Temperature` (use 120°K)

Gain*

(use 50 or 60 dB)

GD:

Downconverter Gain* (use 10 dB for Hughes Model ODC-463)

TD:

Downconverter Noise Temperature* (use 2610°K for Hughes Model ODC-463
with a 10 dB noise figure)

Li:

Cable loss between LNA and do w ncon ver t
er *(use 4 dB for typical focal point
antennas and 1.0 dB for cassegrain)

L2:

Cable loss between downconverter and post amplifier if
cable loss and lengths, see Table 1 and Figure 6)

Gl:

Post Amplifier Gain* (use 40 dB)

Ti:

Post Amplifier Noise Temperature* (627°K for 5 dB noise figure)

used.*

(dependent on

LPD:

Power Divider Loss* (use 3 dB for 2-4 receivers and 12 dB for 5-7 receivers)

PR:

Power input to receiver(s)

IR:

Receiver Noise Temperature* (use 8880°K for Hughes Model SVR-463 Receiver
with 15 dB noise figure)

TO:

Ambient Temperature* (use 290°K)
*Indicates values used in sample calculations. Use specific values where
applicable.
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locating an antenna (TVRO) with existing
headend equipment vs. new property
and/or facility acquisitions. In cases
where frequency coordination, zoning
and other conditions are not a problem,
the use of low cost trunk cable (1 GHz)
may not be an important economic
consideration.
Special attention may be required
when TVROs use an IF signal within the
UHF band. Radio frequency interference
(RFI) caused by near-by broadcasters
may pose the same problem with the IFL
cable as to the cable system itself.
Receiver design using the industry
accepted 1.2 GHz IF frequency, such as
the Hughes Model SVR-463, are immune
to broadcaster interference at the downconverter and in the IFL.

Figure 3

Antenna Receiver Distance Trade Offs.
3.0

> 05 Mlle
LNA
50 dB Gain

u

7

LNA
60 dB Gain

7

> .25 Mile

O

a

0.5

Performance
Considerations

o
0.5

0.75

1.0

0.5

0.75

1.0

0.5

0.75

10

Common 75 OHM Trunk Cable Size (DIA in Inches)
H

One Receiver —In-1

than a conventional 50 dB gain LNA) will
extend the antenna/receiver distance
more than one-half mile for some applications.

Special Considerations
Figure 3 shows a graph of antenna/-

Five Receivers

—4.1

5 Receivers
1
-"" Using Post Amplifier
H
(1 GHz — 40 dB Gain)

receiver separations as a function of
types of cables and other variables. Table
1 is a listing of common types of IFL
cables, their associated RF losses and
relative costs. This information should
assist the cable operator in making an
economic comparison between co-

Basic performance for a specific
terminal will be defined by the TVRO
equipment manufacturer, the frequency
coordination or by cable system engineering. The following section reviews basic
design analysis in order to verify negligible
performance degradation when employing a long IFL. Table 2 is alisting of terms
and definitions used including values for
sample calculations while Figure 4shows
the mathematical model used for power
and noise temperature analysis. Generally,

THE STANDARDS OF THE INDUSTRY
Hiatt Cable Clips for Coaxial Cable Installation.
Hiatt cable clips were specifically designed for coaxial
cable installation. And we've afull line of them for every
coax cable size!
The contour design permits the clip to "push-fit" onto
the cable for quick, simple installation. It also protects
the cable from being pinched or crushed, which
could damage shielding and distort the signal.
The heavy duty, flat head nail is fixed in
the polystyrene clip and will not fall out during
shipping or installation. It's cadmium plated,
hardened cold rolled steel that will drive into
wood, plaster, brick, mortar or concrete block.
Available in natural, black or grey
polystyrene (H-4 and H-5 in natural and
grey only).
Want more information or
samples. Write Electrovert, Inc.,
399 Executive Blvd.,Elmsford, N.Y.
10523. Or call any regional
sales office.

H-4 (.16')

H-2 (.10)
(Ground wire)

H-6 (.24')

H-10 (.4')

H-7 (.275")

H-11 (.43")

H-5 (.2")

H-8 (.31")

H-9 (.35')

H-13 (.240")

Actual size illustrations (Inside dimensions in inches)
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ELECTROVERT

399 Executive Blvd., Elmsford, New York 10523
ATLANTA (404) 451-9366 •DALLAS (214) 241-5696 aELMSFORD (914) 592-7322 aROSEMONT (312) 678-5557 •SANTA ANA (714) 835-2033
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Move into a new dimension of
sound, action and color. Livinc color
grapnics obey your fingertip commands with graceful motion aind
music. Draw a new world from your
imagination wiith Texscan. MSI's cnimated color graphics system.
Create fine works of art with a continuously variable electronic palet of
256 dramatic colors.

AMERICAN
DI NCE
ThEATRE

Generate advertising reverues by
creating uniquely animated .30 sec.
commercials with synthesized music
Choose from our software "clip-art"
file fix stock art in your classified and
display ads.
Give the weather picture with an
animated picture of billowing clouds,
a rad ating sun and falling rain.
Put bold colors and real action
in your graphic display of the sock
market and internat onal economic
activitites.
Captivate an audience and keep
them with 3part harmony, a rainbow of
colors and nigh resolution animated
grapnics. Its. an all new, easy to operate animation system from Texscan
MS-I, the pioneer of character
generators.

TexscanLTh
ANIMATED COLOR GRAPHICS

For Charecter Generat.on
and Animations:

For Publishers on Cable
(Newspapers/Magazines

Te ,
escar, MSI
3355 Scu'h ,500 West, Suite S
Salt Lake City, JI 84115
(8011 262-8475 ,

National Cable News
701 North 5th St
Mayfield, KY 42056
(5021247-5229

71j)7

For Distribution Equipment:

For Test Equipment:

Texscan Theta-Corn
2950 Grand Ave
Phoenix. AZ 85051
(800) 528-4066

Texscan
2446 N Shaceland Ave
Indpls IN 46219
(317) 357-8781
Texscan Corporation 1981

allowable loss in the IFL and power divider
is 19 dB. Using the cable loss values in
Table 1, maximum IFL length for various

if the system is properly designed for the
appropiate power input to the receiver,
noise temperature is of secondary importance. Selection of parameters should
take noise temperature into account.
Using the value for terms indicated in
Table 2and a 50 dB gain LNA, equation 1
(see fig_ure 4) is reduced to:
= -(36 + IFL Losses) dBm
A typical minimum input (P/R) for the
Hughes Model SVR-463 receiver is -55
dBm. Under these conditions, the maximum

trunk cable are:
0.5 inch
Cable
612 feet
0.75 inch
Cable
703 feet
1.0 inch
Cable
950 feet
If five or more receivers are required, a
power divider (LPD) loss of dB must be
included. Use of a 1 GHz post amplifier
(G1 =40 dB) in afive receiver system will
increase the maximum IFL to 2350 feet.

Figure 4

Power and Noise Temperature Analysis.
IFL

TS (REF,

PR

GA

Cr

Li

EIRP
(From
—111›
Satellite)

LO
TA

Down
Conn

LNA

L2

GD
TO

GP
TP

GI
Ti

PWR
DIV.

REC

LPD

IR

Space
Loss

(See figure 3for typical IFL values under
various conditions.) Care should be
exercised when using a post amplifier
since receiver inputs higher than the
maximum P R can cause undesirable
intermodulation products. In those cases
the cable manufacturer's value for looses
at low frequencies (950 MHz) should be
considered (see Figure 5). Typical maximum power input for the Hughes Model
SVR 463 is -25 dBm.
As previously mentioned, noise temperature contributions from the IFL are of
secondary importance. The first five
terms for system noise temperature (
TS)
given in equation two can be ignored in
determining the effect of the long IFL. The
first three terms are usually the dominant
ones and have no bearing on the situation
under consideration. The contribution to
system noise temperature by the fourth
and fifth terms are negligible even under
the worst case conditions of cable loss
between the LNA and downconverter (L1
=4dB) and downconverter noise temperature (TD = 2610°K).
Fourth Term:

GP
10 5
= 0.0044°K for 50 dB LNA

PR =EIRP -a •GA -LO •• GP -Li •GO -L2 •01 -LPD (Equation 1)
TS =

TA
LO

, (LO - 1 TO

„

T

p

LO
L2, Ti. Li
GP. GD

„ (Li - 1 TO
GP

•

(LPD - 1) TO, Ll, L2
GP ,CD, 01

Li. TD

(L1-1) to = (2.51-1) 290

and 0.00044°K for 60 dB LNA

, (L2 - 1) TO, Li

GP

GP. GO

LPD, TR, Li, L2
GP. GD , G1

(E qqat (qq 2)

Fifth Term: Li TD = 2.51.2610 =0.065°K
GP
10 5
for 50 dB LNA and 0.0065°K for
60 dB LNA

Phone or write
for our VHF 8i UHF tower-mounted arrays.

With a post amplifier and power
dividers the third and fourth stage contribution of noise is:
TS = 7.3 X 10 -4 (L2-1) + 3.51
(L2) for a 50 dB LNA
= 7.3 x 10 -4 (L2-1) + 3.51

X

10 -5

X

10 -6

(L2) for a 60 dB LNA

Pictured over 40 db gain with CPA-2 pre-amp

You can get them in cantilevered
single bays, vertical stacks, stagger stacks
or stagger-stacked quads!
For 30 years SITCO has designed arrays to withstand the severe elements
of weather conditions and to give top performance throughout the world
All arrays are cut to channel and include all the required installation
materials for mast or tower mounting Phone or write today and give us
your requirements We'll give you the best arrays 30 years of experience
can produce

SITCO
,ANTENNAs
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From power considerations above, L2
can be 47 dB with a50 dB LNA and 57 dB
with a 60 dB LNA. The worst case noise
contribution can be 38.3°K (TC =38.3°K).
In a system where the first three terms
add up to 145° (typical for a 120° LNA)
this represents adegradation of 1.02 dB in
overall noise temperature.
For asystem without the post amplifier,
the expression for system noise temperature is:
IS = TA + (L0-1) To + TP + (L1-1) To
LO

LO

GP

+ (L1-1) To
+ Li, TD
GP
GP
+ (L2, LPD -1) To, L1
GP, GD
+ L2, LPD, TR, Li
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GP, GD
The last two terms represent the
contribution of the third stage which
includes the IFL and power divider. These
terms give a worst case contribution of

Phasecom
has the only
all "SAW"line of
headend electronics!
It's our cutting edge.
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*SAW... it stands for "Surface Acoustic
Wave" Filter. It makes for super reliable
vestigial sideband signals with superior
performance characteristics. Now it is
being delivered in every modulator,
demodulator and heterodyne processor
that we make, standard or HRC.
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A STEP AHEAD IN HEADENDS
this significant step forward in headend
processing is exemplary of Phasecom's
philosophy and effort to bring you
"hands off" reliability as well as the best
performance and price in the industry.

PHASECOM CORP.

6365 Arizona Circle, Los Angeles CA 90045
213/641-3501
Telex: 181899

1.76°K or a total system degradation of
0.05 dB.
EXAMPLE —5 RECEIVERS
1200 foot IFL
50 dB LNA
1.0 inch 75 ohm trunk cable
This length of line needs a post
amplifier since the power to the receiver
would be about -63 dBm using a 1 inch
cable without an amplifier. Even the most
favorable EIRP would leave no gain

margin in the system.
Pr' = -(36+24-40+12) = -32 dBm
Pr 2 = -(36+18-40+12) = -2 dBm
Pr' assumes an IFL cable loss of 2 dB
per hundred feet worst case.
Pr2 assumes a cable loss of 1.5 dB at
the lowest frequency (950 Mhz).
Use of the 1.0 inch cable yields a
receiver drive level of -24 dBm which is
slightly higher than the previously men-

Figure 5

Trunk Cable Attenuation vs. Frequency.

tioned maximum receiver drive level of
-25 dBm. The minimum drive level of -32
dBm permits the use of a lower cost 0.5
inch cable. If only one receiver is to be
used (no power divider), this length of line
can be accommodated using a 1 inch
cable and a 60 dB LNA without a post
amplifier.
The above example using a 0.5 inch
cable, post amplifier with five receivers
contributes only 4.0° K or 0.12 dB
degradation to system noise temperature
of 145°K.

Conclusions
The use of a block downconversion
TVRO system adds flexibility to selection
of the antenna site. This flexibility saves
dollars without adversely affecting system performance. Longer IFL lengths will
help to utilize existing facilities and can
help in adding a second or third antenna
to an already cleared (frequency coordination) site. Additional cable cost
savings are realized when multiple cables
are required for dual polarization and
redundancy. Use of the block downconversion (1 GHz) technique also permits
multiplexing the interconnect signal from
the new (second) TVRO with the signals
on an existing 4 GHz cable.
The author acknowledges the assistance from and the satellite technical
expertise of Norman P. Weinhouse.

(Times Wire and Cable
P3, 75 OHM CATV Trunk Cable)

trans•porta•ble (trans pee eble) adj. 1. that which is selfcontained and can be easily moved from one location to another.

SPECIFICATIONS
• Dimensions T-11" wide — 10'-6" high
• 6/4 GHZ Transmit/Receive
• From Transport to Operation 30 minutes
• FM SCPC Telephone -56 kb/s Data
Low Speed Data -Video
• Emergency Restoral of Existing Service
• System Weight Approx. 3300 lbs.
• 4.5m Diameter

Deflect,

P.O. Box 1960

• Plano. Texas 75074

• 214-424.1517

FiDalsat

We make all types of trunk and drop cable, produced to
the highest standards of quality, and backed by years of
research and service. CCS Cable works — just ask our
customers.
So when you need cable, call CCS first. We have what you
need and we are competitive on prices, terms and delivery.
Give us acall at (800) 528-3341. You'll be happy with what
you hear.
"We make every inch as if we were buying it ourselves."

CIES cable
Division Continental Copper and Steel Industries, Inc.
PLANT •5707 W. Buckeye Rd. •Phoenix, AZ 85043
MAILING •P. 0. Box 14710 •Phoenix, AZ 85063

Select the cable
that meets your specs.
Then call CCS to
meet your schedule.
jj
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It's Hard to
Be Humble...

when you're•
as great as
the VSM-5B
Our VSM-5B spectrum analyzer has a
personality all its own. Its been dedicated to pure performance since its inception. The VSM-5B takes pride in its
reputation of portable ruggedness. 4 to
450 MHz frequency range and 9years of
proven reliability.
Because the VSM-5B is equipped with
phase lock and excellent resolution. the
operator may observe cross-modulation,
co-channel interference and all intermodulation distortions with accuracy that
meets FCC proof-of-performance requirements. The VSM-5B can detect
beats as far as 72dB below the carrier 15
KHz away. Optional digital storage provides a flicker free display even for high
resolution, low sweep rate measurements.
If you're dedicated to maintaining top
performance in your CATV system. why
not bring a Texscan VSM-5B on board.
There's one waiting for you today. Call
one of the representatives or stocking
distributors listed below.

Taxman
REPRESENTATIVES:

DISTRIBUTORS:

WESTERN (916) 533-1235

ANIXTER PRUZAN
Main Off. (312) 677-2600
AL (907) 274-8525
CA (800) 854-0443
CO (800) 525-7391
GA (800) 241-5790
IL (800) 942-1110
outside IL (800) 323-6645
MO (800) 325-8058
NJ (800) 631-9603
TX (800) 231-5006
WA (800) 426-4821

MOUNTAIN (505) 281-2311
SOUTHWEST (214) 867-1049
(915) 381-3401
MIDWEST (812) 334-2241
(317) 852-3593
SOUTHEAST (813) 962-2752
(901) 362-3272
NORTHEAST (201) 821-7422
(814) 355-0937

CABLE SERVICES CO. INC.
1429 W. Southern Avenue
S Williamsport, PA 17701
Main Off. (717) 323-8518
PA (800) 332-8545
outside PA (800) 233-8452

NORTH SUPPLY CO.
10951 Lakeview Avenue
Lenexa. KS 66219(813)371-3444
(913) 888-9800
(800) 255-6458253-2069
W e have 11 di st
ri buti on

TELE -WIRE SUPPLY CORP.
Main Off. (516) 829-8484
FL
In FL Only (800) 282-3952
MI (800)
TX (214) 492-2898

GRAYBAR
2045 N. Cornell Avenue
Melrose Park, IL 60160
(312) 345-2620

centers with over 900.000 sq.
ft. of space located
throueout the U.S. Call toll
free today675-2053

TONER
969 Horsham Rd.
Horsham, PA 19044
(215)

J.C. McCORMIC INC.
PO. Box 219
Wildwood. FL 32785
(904) 748-2051

PRIESTER SUPPLY CO.523-5947
PO. Box 5507
701 107th St.
Arlington, TX 70611
(- '7— '1-1111

(800)
PA (800)492-2512
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Simulsat The Future
Of Satellite Television
Eugene P. Augustin, president, Antenna
Technology Corporation.
imulsat is a simultaneous
multiple satellite antenna
terminal; that is, it is one
single antenna capable of
receiving satellite transmissions from multiple satellites simultaneously without adjustment or degradation in performance from one satellite to
another. Until the introductron of Simulsat,
an operator desiring to obtain programming from more than one satellite was
required to either reposition his antenna
from one satellite to another or to have
multiple antennas. Simulsat eliminates
these problems by giving the operator one
antenna capable of viewing all satellites
within range of the antenna. The antenna
has a 57-degree field of view; thus,
without degradation in performance,
Simulsat is capable of looking at every
commercial satellite currently in domestic
geosynchronous orbit over the United
States.
Simulsat is based on research that
began in Great Britain in 1945 and was
continued by Bell Telephone Labs in
1959. Since that time a continuum of
programs has been carried on by NASA,

Figure 1
Simulsat installation in California.
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"Quad"
or Standard
Cables

All in one Crimp Tool...

the U.S. Air Force, the U.S. Army and other
government agencies.
So, Simulsat is really not a new
antenna, but an improvement of an old
technique. The old technique was limited
in application because of the limitations of
technology when it was first discovered.
The primary limitation of Simulsat is
spherical aberration. In order to collimate
energy from aplain wave to apoint source
through a single reflecting surface,
Fermi's principle of least path dictates a
parabolic reflector. A spherical reflector is
a deviation from a parabolic reflector
having aberration. The greater the curvature, the more loss in gain and the higher
the sidelobe performance of the antenna.

Spherical Aberration
HCT-660
Now
In
Stock

The classical approach to the solution
of spherical aberration problems has
been threefold. First is the choice of a
large radius of curvature: the larger the
radius of curvature, the less the spherical

aberration. However, large radius of
curvature implies large structure. Large
structure is counter to the desires of a
practical antenna system. Large radius of
curvature also dictates large focal length
or large F/D ratio, usually on the order of
one. Thus a 16-foot diameter antenna
would have a16-foot or more focal length.
This does not lead to practical structures.
Antenna Technology Corporation's
approach to the problem involved integrating the feed structure design of the
required radiation characteristic and
matching that to the reflector surface to
provide optimum performance and a
minimization of spherical abberation.
Figure 1 is a photograph of aSimulsat
installation in California. Simulsat consists of a 16-foot by 26-foot reflector, a
universal mount, afeed support structure
and the feeds for each individual satellite.
The feed support structure is physically
capable of holding 20 dual polarized feed
systems. Thus, Simulsat is capable of 20 satellite operation should there ever be

+44 dBi

Figure 2

Simulsat Radiation Pattern
Compression
Adjustment

Information

The New
HCT-660 has
been designed
not only for
"Quad" Shield
T.V. drop cables
but also standard cables using
attached crimp rings.
By combining applications in one tool
the HCT-660 has made other hex sizes
obsolete and saves the installer from
carrying two crimp tools.

.4 dI31

The Cable Prep
Hex Crimp Tool
Available from your Cable Prep
Distributor' along with a complete
line of Power Adaptable Stripping
and Coring Tools.

Averaging Limit

Cable
Prep ®

FCC Guidelines
10 dBi

Ben Hughes Communication
Products Co.
P.O. Box AS
Old Saybrook, CT 06475
203/388-3559

o
Angle

cc —

See us at the Texas
show at Booths #611,
613, 615, 617, 619

RMS
PPOWER•KING'
Eeeu(e -Seed

MODEL PSE-30/60 AC REGULATED POWER SUPPLY

TELEPHONE OR WRITE
FOR

IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC./CATV DIVISION
50 ANTIN PLACE, BRONX, N.Y., 10462
*t.„'.„,•

TOLL FREE (800) 223-8312

.
,Irt.l..t r....(Contilental U.S.A., Puerto Rico,
.
'"'eq e-ler •
RMS Electronics, Inc. 1981
.6,

U.S. Virgin Islands)

(212) 892-1000 Call Collect (New York State)

that many satellites placed within its 57degree field of view. Table 1is asummary
of Simulsat's performance characteristics.

Table I

Typical Performance of Simulsat
Range Testing
Simulsat has the performance characteristics of a typical 4.6- to 5-meter
antenna for each and every beam position across 57 degrees of arc. In order to
substantiate the performance claims on
Simulsat, Antenna Technology Corporation undertook the task of measuring the
radiation characteristics on a typical
production Simulsat antenna. The tests
were conducted on Comtech's antenna
range in St. Cloud, Florida. This range
consists of two towers one mile apart.
One tower is approximately BO feet high
and the other 120 feet high. The 120-foot
tower was used as a source antenna
tower and was equipped with 3-meter
antenna to transmit asignal to the 80-foot
tower. Simulsat was installed on a hydraulically operated turntable atop the 80foot tower. This turntable allowed Simulsat to be moved in azimuth, elevation and
roll angle so that automatic radiation
pattern measurements showing the gain,
beamwidth, and sid lobe performance
characteristics could be made. The
measurements were made using Scientific Atlanta antenna radiation pattern
measurement equipment. The radiation

Frequency
Gain (4GHz)
Beamwidth
Minimum (Satellite) Separation
Maximum Beam Separation
Polarization Isolation
Adjacent Satellite Isolation
Feed Flange
Size
Mount
Weight
Wind

pattern tests were witnessed by Lester E.
Polisky, vice president and general
manager of EMEC Division, Comsearch,
Inc. Figure 2 is atypical radiation pattern
measured on Simulsat. The measured
gain for all beam positions of Simulsat
was 44 dB across the 57-degree arc.
Typical 5-meter antennas have published
gains of 43.5 to 44.5 dBl. Hence, Simulsat
has the gain characteristics of atypical 5meter antenna. As shown in the radiation
patterns, its beamwidth and sidelobe

3.7-4.2 GHz
44
1.0 degrees
3degrees
57 degrees
25 dB
25 dB
CPR 229-G
16' x28'
8' Triangular Base
3600 pounds
80 Miles per hour-4
cubic yard foundation
125 miles per hour-12
cubic yard foundation

characteristics are very much like those
of atypical 5-meter antenna and generally
better than a cassegrain type antenna.
The tests were conducted using six feeds
in Simulsat, spaced in adjacent pairs. One
pair was located in the center of the
antenna, the second pair was located at
the left edge and the third pair was located
at the right edge. The maximum separation from left edge to right edge was 57degrees. The minimum separation between all feeds was three degrees. Thus
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coring problems
Patent Pending
Coring should be asimple job — not an aggravating
chore. LEMCO's coring tool has a carbon steel cutter
that's streamlined. Foam never jams in the blades,
but falls free from the tool. Straight flute cutter
geometry also prevents flaring of the outer conductor: premature failure is eliminated.
You won't waste time on maintenance, either: our
molded aluminum coring tool has only two parts, not
six like most others. You can choose from two styles
and six sizes. Color coding lets you find the right size
in a hurry.

Our coring tool fits comfortably in your hand. Just
over 4 inches long, it's about half the size of its competitors. The tool is also power adaptable.
Better production for half the price. You can
get a LEMCO coring tool, and make the job a whole
lot easier. Or you can pay someone else twice as
much for a lot of frustration.
For more information, contact your LEMCO distributor, or LEMCO TOOL CORPORATION, Box 330A,
Cogan Station, PA 17728. Phone 717/494-0620.

LEMCO: designing, engineering, pioneering tools for the cable industry.
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UTILITY PRODUCTS

"The best-selling closure in
the world."
Worldwide the name Utility
Products translates into
superior closure quality.
This high quality is based on
25 years of Marketing, Engineering, Manufacturing, and
Distribution expertise.
We've merged with Reliable
Electric and now comprise an
even greater communications
leader in Reliable Electric /
Utility Products.
Reliable Electric /Utility
Products are the stars of the
CATV marketplace through
our advanced design. Our
closures feature alarger

housing capacity and work
space than comparable
models and include features
like: vents, louvers, screens,
padlock hasps, and 3-Point
locks.

with one of three mounting
brackets.
In addition, our closures are
designed to last twenty-five
years. A superior five-step
finishing process helps guard
against corrosion and
weathering.

Splitters, couplers, taps, line
extenders, and ampffiers
from virtually any manufacturer mount in our closures

It pays to protect your valuable start-up investment so
insist on the best, Reliable
Electric /Utility Products.
lre"

For more informaron on
theseclosures and our
connecting, grounding, and
labeling products write or
phone the address below.

Reliable Electec /Utility Products /11333 Addison Street /Franklin Park,Illinois 60131 /312-455-8010

RELIANCEffIl

COMM/TEC III

See us at the Texas Show at Booths t4167 & 169

Atlanta cassegrain antenna. Both antennas are located on a mountain top near
Pittsburg, California, and within sight of
the microwave tower installations on Mt.
Diablo. Petrovich used the same electronics, cable and measuring instruments
on the SA 5-meter that he used on
Simulsat. He first conducted his tests on
the 5-meter. He checked SatCom Iat 135
degrees, Comstar D2 at 95 degrees, and
Anik III at 114 degrees. He then moved all
of his equipment to the Simulsat antenna
and with three feeds in place one on
SatCom I, the second on Anik, and the
third on Comstar he proceeded to repeat
his tests. His independant measurements
of carrier to noise on Simulsat and the 5meter antenna showed the 5-meter
antenna to be on the average 1dB better
than Simulsat. These were the results that
were predicted prior to his performing the
tests.

Simulsat is capable of receiving signals
from all satellites from Comstar D3 at 87
degrees west to SatCom Iat 135 degrees
west with no degradation in performance
from all locations in the United States. All
satellites from 83 degrees west to 135
degrees west can be viewed with one
Simulsat antenna over more than half the
United States.

Simulsat vs. 5-Meter
Simulsat comparison tests were performed by ATC at its factory in Orlando,
Florida by erecting a 5-meter prime focus
antenna next to Simulsat. Carrier to noise
measurements were made on several
transponders on several satellites in a
short time frame on both antennas. The
same electronic equipment was used for
all tests. The only change was the
substitution of Simulsat for the 5-meter
antenna. In all cases the carrier to noise
measurements indicated a 0.5 dB to 1.0
dB better carrier to noise ratio on the 5meter antenna than was achieved with
the Simulsat. Noise floor measurements
showed Simulsat to have 0.1 to 0.2 dB
higher noise floor. Thus, Simulsat has
about 10 degrees higher noise temperature than a typical 5-meter antenna.
In addition to the tests conducted by
ATC at its facility, Peter Petrovich of
Viacom Cable conducted side by side
tests on Simulsat and a5-meter scientific

Real Cost
The true cost comparison for Simulsat
is not the purchase price of Simulsat
versus the purchase price of several 5meter antennas. The hidden intrinsic
value arises from the fact that the
foundation design, the foundation location, building permit time, planning commission involvement and the myriad of
other hindrances associated with the
installation of aTVRO are performed only
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Eugene P. Augustin, founder and
president of Antenna Technology
Corporation, has thirty years of experience and has held several positions of
responsibility in the antenna and
microwave fields. Mr. Augustin founded
Microwave Specialty and served as its
president from 1969 to 1978. He has
also served as executive vice president of Comtech Antenna. He is a
graduate of San Diego State University
where he received both his bachelors
and masters degrees.

Only

"MARQUEE"
MODEL CG-600

TEMP
72

once with Simulsat. Hence its cost
comparison of approximately two and
one-half 5-meter antennas is perhaps too
conservative when one considers the
hidden costs of the additional 5-meter
systems.
Another Simulsat plus is the ease with
which an additional feed or feeds can be
added to the system for special purpose
feeds or special events. One can have a
spare feed on the shelf at all times so that
special purpose events can be added by
merely installing the feed for that satellite
should it not be one of the satellites one's
system is presently viewing. This will
allow special feeds without disruption of
other services at an extremely economical cost.
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tG-800

COMMERCIAL STATE BANK
309 BROAD STREET
442-2000
HOME TOWN INDEPENDENT

STOP THE
DAMAGE AND
DOWNTIME
CAUSED BY
LINE LOSSES,
VOLTAGE FLUCTUATIONS,
BROWNOUTS AND LINE NOISE WITH

Line Tamer

BANK

LOANS FOR ANY GOOD REASON
AUTO - PERSONAL - BUSINESS
HOME IMPROVEMENT - TRAVEL
Crow' line IS Standard
with keytxxsd entry
optionally etettoc•xl
to NOAA

COLOR DIGITAL
WEATHER/ MESSAGE
AFFORDABLE BY DESIGN

Only $4,225 00 COMPLETE: Including the cost of a factory
wired and tested HEATHKIT WEATHER COMPUTER!
BEI has interfaced the
CG-800 "Marquee" to the
Heathkit digital weather
computer for a low cost
color digital weather and
message channel.

CHECK THESE STANDARD FEATURES:
• Keyboard
• Four message Pages
• Ctawi line won 1000 characters
• RS.170 Color Sync System
• COlOr background generator
• Automatic centering
. Page by page display time
• Random page display
• AND MORE
P.O. Box 937-Olathe, Kansas 66061
Toll Free 1-800-255-6226
In Kansas 913-764-1900
TWX 910-749-6401

FERRORESONANT TRANSFORMERS
FOR COMPUTER, INDUSTRIAL
AND ELECTRICAL APPLICATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

VA ratings from 15VA to 250KVA
complete power line isolation
instantaneous response
single phase or three phase, 60Hz or 50Hz
short-circuit protection
no step up/down transformers required
no maintenance; one-year-factory warranty

CWY Electronics
405 N. Earl Avenue
Lafayette, IN 47904
Toll Free (8001428-7596
Indiana (8001 382-7526
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Product Profile
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eatured in this month's CED Product Profile is the
5-meter earth station antenna (ESA). The particular
size antenna chosen (5 meters) is the most common
size used in commercial application by operating CATV
systems. Some of the antennas included in the following
chart may be somewhat larger or smaller than 5-meters but were
included in an attempt to be comprehensive. The majority of the
twenty antennas identified in the chart are television receive only
(TVRO) but when the manufacturer of the antenna also offers a
transmit/receive version in the same size, this will be indicated as
optional. For the purpose of uniform comparison, the multibeam
antennas with performance characteristics equivalent to the 5meter antenna are not included in the chart. However, two of the
rtnultibeam antennas, the Simulsat and the Torus antennas, are
the subjects of short articles elsewhere in this issue of CED.
All of the ESA's featured are paraboloidal in terms of reflector
shape. Some are constructed of fiberglass, others of aluminum.
Manufacturers of metal reflector antennas typically offer feed
and reflector de-icing heaters as an option.
Two types of mount are shown, polar and elevation-overazimuth (El/Az). In the case of El/Az types, the range of vertical
and horizonal positioning is expressed in degrees. Readers
should check the options column for remote motorized and
automatic microprocessor controlled versions.
Other categories of technical specifications listed on the chart
are electrical, such as gain expressed in dBi, half power
beamwidth (at -3 dB point) expressed in degrees, voltage
standing wave ratio (VSWR) at its maximum, the type of
polarization, and the noise temperature measured at 10°
elevation expressed in degrees Kelvin. The angle for the noise
temperature measurement is admittedly low but was included to
give the reader some sense of this parameter. The input flange is,
in most cases, the standard CPR-229G.
Included among the options featured on some antennas are
the types of feeds. The most common type of feed is the prime
focus feed although nearly as many have the more efficient
cassegrain type feeds. Other options sometimes offered are high
performance shrouds, strut extensions for alternative mount
structures, various remote controlled tracking or feed positionings, reflector elements for extension of antenna size, Ku-band
versions, and trailer-mounted transportable versions.
Next month's CED Product Profile will feature coaxial cable
used in feeder distribution in operating cable systems.

5Meter Earth
Station Antennas
February 1982/73

Type

Reflector

Mount

Gain

Half Power
Beamwidth

VSWR

Polarization

Noise
Temperature

Input
Flange

Andrew Corp., Orland Park, Illinois
4.5 M TVRO

Alumunium
paraboloid,
2 piece with
torsion box
edges

EL (0° -68° )
AZ (0 ° -60 ° )

44.2 dBi

1.3'

1.3 max.

Linear, single
or dual

@ 10°, 30K

CPR-229G

.97°

1.3 max.

Linear. dual

@10°. 40K

CPR-229G

Anixter-Mark, Des Plaines, Illinois
5 M TVRO

Aluminum
paraboloid.

EL (5°-90 ° )
AZ (0°-360°)

EL (0°-90°)
AZ (0°-120°)

443 da

1.0°

1.2 max.

Linear, single
or dual

@ 10* 36K

CPR-229F

Comtech Antenna Corp., St. Cloud, Florida
5 M TVRO

Fiberglass
paraboloid.
3 piece

EL (0°-60°)
AZ (0 . -360°)

Dalsat, Inc., Plano, Texas

4.5 M T/R

Aluminum
paraboloid
3 piece

performance shroud; feed and reflector
de-ice heaters: installation without
crane.

Antenna Technology Corp., Las Vegas, Nevada
Fiberglass
paraboloid.
3 piece

Cassegrain or prime focus teed; high
performance shroud; installation kit; 4
piece segment reflector; mount strut
extension; feed and reflector de-ice
heaters; receive/transmit version; trailermounted version.

Cassegrain or prime focus feed: high

45.1 dBi

24 petal

5 M TVRO

Options

Trailer,
EL (0 , 90°)
AZ (0°-180°)

44.3 dB,

11°

13 max.

Linear, single
or dual

@ 10° 35K

CPR-229F

431 dE31

12°

1.2 max.

Linear, single
or dual

@ 10° 32 K

CPR-229G

Prime focus feed only; 90° switchable or
continuous polarizations; remote control
with position readouts; portable version
for trailering.

Cassegrain or prime focus feed; circular
polarization; motorized polar mounted
version with motorized feed;
transmit/receive version; trailer mounted
TIR version.

Cassegrain feed only; feed and reflector
de-ice heaters; 6 outriggers.

(XMT CPR-137G)

Fort Worth Tower Co., Fort Worth, Texas
5 M TVRO

Fiberglass
paraboloid.
2 piece

EL (5°-65°)
AZ (0°-360°)

445 dEll

103 .

N.A.

Linear, single
or dual

@ 10° 53K

CPR-229G

Prime focus feed only

Gabriel Electronics, Inc., Scarborough, Maine
49 M TVRO

Aluminum
paraboloid,
4 piece

EL (5°-65°)
AZ (0° -360°)

44 dBi

1.1

.

1.25 max.

Linear, single
or dual

@ 10° 35 K

CPR-229G

Prime focus feed only; polar mount.

Gardiner Communications Corp., Houston, Texas
5.6 M TVRO

Fiberglass
paraboloid
8 petal

EL (10°-55°)
AZ (65 ° -140 ° )

45.5 dBi

96°

N.A

Linear, dual

@ 10° 35 K

CPR-229G

Prime focus feed only

44.3 dBi

11°

1.25 max.

Linear, single
or dual

N.A.

CPR-229G

expandable to 6 meter. motorized EL;
portable version for trailering.

Harris Corp., Melbourne, Florida
5 M TVRO

Fiberglass
paraboloid,
3 pieces

EL (5 ° -701
AZ (0*-360°)

Cassegrain and prime focus feeds;

Hero Communications, Hialeah, Florida
5 M TVRO

Aluminum
paraboloid,
24 segments
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Polar, motor
driven

44.5 dBi

86°

1.15 max.

Linear, single
or dual

@ 10°

CPR-229G

Automatic microprocessor controlled
polar tracking; feed only; circular
polarization.

Product Profile

Type

Reflector

Mount

Gain

Half Power
BeamwIdth

VSWR

Polarization

Noise
Temperature

Input
Flange

Hughes Microwave Communications Products, Torrance, California
5 M TVRO

Fiberglass
paraboloid.
4 pieces

EL (0°-70°)
AZ (0° -360° )

44.5 dEii

12°

15 max

Linear, single
or dual

@ 10° 37 K

CPR-229G

Cassegrain or prime focus feed;
expandable to 6 meters; also 3.7 meter
version expandable to 5 meters.

44 dBi

11°

1.3 max.

Linear, dual

@ 10° 37K

CPR-229G

Prime focus feed only; circular
polarization; trailered version (3 piece
reflector).

1.25 max.

Linear, single
or dual

@ 40° 25K

CPR-229G
(XMT CPR-1370)

N.A.

1.3 max.

Linear, dual

N.A.

CPR-229F

.95°

1.25 max.

Linear, single
or dual

@ 10° 31K

CPR-229G

1.25 max.

Linear, single
or dual

@ 10° 37K

Microdyne Corp., Ocala, Florida
5 M TVRO

Fiberglass
paraboloid.
2 pieces

EL (2° -65°)
AZ (0°-360°)

Options

Microwave Specialty Corp., San Diego, California
5 M TVRO

Fiberglass
paraboloid,
3 piece

EL (5 .-65°)
AZ (0 . -360°)

43.9 dEii

11°

National Microtech, Inc., Grenada, Mississippi
5 M TVRO

Fiberglass
paraboloid,
3 piece

Polar

43 dEli

Prime focus feed only; microprocessor

Prodelin, Inc., Hightstown, New Jersey
5 M TVRO

Fiberglass
paraboloid,
12 piece

EL (0°-65°)
AZ (0° -360 ° )

44.5 dBi

SatCom Technologies, Inc., Norcross, Georgia
5 M TVRO

Aluminum
paraboloid,
12 panel

EL (5°-90°)
AZ (0°-180°)

44.75 dBi

.92°

Cassegrain or button-hook feed,
expandable to 6 meter; TVRO version.

CPR-229G

controlled tracking; portable version for
trailering.

Cassegrain or prime focus feed;
transmit/receive version; installation
without crane; 12/14 GHz version.

Cassegrain leed only; motorized drives
with 3-axis controller; feed and reflector
de-ice heaters; Ku-band upgrade;
transmit/receive version.

Scientific Atlanta, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia
46 M TVRO

Aluminum
paraboloid.
12 panels

EL (20'-65°)
AZ (0°-120°)

43.5 dBi

1.12°

1.3 max.

Linear, dual

@ 10' 37K

CPR-229G

.86°

1.3 max.

Linear, dual

@ 10° 31K

CPR-229G

N.A.

1.2 max.

Linear, dual

N.A

CPR-229G

Scientific Atlanta, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia
5 M TVRO

Aluminum
paraboloid.
24 panel

EL (15°-60°)
AZ (0°-110°)

44.5 dBi

Star View Systems, Poca Hontas, Arkansas
5 M TVRO

Fiberglass
paraboloid,
3 piece

Polar

45 dll

Aluminum
paraboloid.
2 pieces

Cassegrain feed only; EL (4 ° -44°); very
low sidelobe version; transmit/receive
version; 1.8 meter base extension;
outrigger base assembly.

Prime focus feed only; El/Az or remote
motorized tracking mount; trailered
version.

United States Tower Co., Afton, Oklahoma
5 M TVRO

Cassegrain feed only; steel pier
foundation: transmit/receive version.

Polar, manual

455 dBi

09°

13 max

Linear, dual

@ 10° 29K

CPR-229G

Cassegrain or prime focus feed; feed
and reflector de-ice heater; motorized
feed.
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CABLEFILE/82
Single copy price $89.95. Cash
order discount price is $84.95.
$3.50 to all prices for shipping
handling. (Colorado residents
31/2,% sales tax.)

with
Add
and
add

To order your copy of CableFile/82,
call or write:
Titsch Publishing, Inc.
P.O. Box 5400 T.A.
Denver, Colorado 80217
(303) 573-1433

The standard reference for the Cable T.V. industry.
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...NOW your one-stop for headend electronics
Satellite Receivers and Antennas, Low Noise Amplifiers, LNA
Power Supplies, Modulators, Off-Air Signal Processors,
Channelcue Programmable Time and/or Tone
Switcher, Pre-Wiring Optional.
A Burnup & Sims Company

1980 Post Oak Boulevard

Houston, Texas 77056-3869

Telephone (713) 961-7348

Suite 2040
TWX 910-881-1586

FA
rA
Gardiner
Communications

Corporation

Special prices onTaps and Passives
from Scientific-Atlanta
Now you can get the quality and reliability of our best 400 MHz
taps and passives —at our best prices ever.
So if your future plans call for cable system growth, now is the
time to buy.
Contact your Scientific-Atlanta representative to place your
order. Or call Solomon Webb at (800) 241-5909.

Scientific
Atlanta

Communucations
Box 105027, Dept. A-R, Atlanta, Georgia 30348

International News
French Videotex
Compatibility Breakthrough
VELIZY, FRANCE—The French telecommunications administration has announced
atechnological breakthrough that will link
compatible computers, enabling most
existing data bases in France to become
part of a national videotex system.
Intelmatique, the promotional arm for
the nation's telecommunications administration, said that existing data bases
using IBM Series 1, Prime. Honeywell, or
Hewlett-Packard computers will now be
able to participate in the country's videotex experiments.
The new development, called "Multiter, was developed by the Cap Gemeni
Sogetti (CGS) software group. The multitel
hardware-software package, attached to
a mainframe computer, will translate
existing computer protocols into the
French Antiope standard. Customers can
then access these computers by using
Teletel's videotex center. In the past,
companies had to translate computer
protocol into compatible language, and
then put the information into teletel's data
base.

Three companies are now using Multitel in a videotex trial underway in the
Velizy area. France's largest mail order
retailer, La Redoute, Les Trois Suisse, and
publishing house Didot Bottin are involved in the Teletel 3V trial now underway,
according to Intelmatique.

Japan Fiber Optics Tour
Releases Findings
NEW YORK. NEW YORK —TheJapanese
are strongly committed to development of
independent fiber optics technology,
members of an American technological
study mission to Japan have reported.
According to Paul Polishuk, President
of Information Gatekeepers, and team
leader of the group, "although the U.S. has
a clear technological edge in fiber optics
applications for telephone and in the
areas of standards and connectors. the
Japanese have developed a lead in
plastic fibers, singlemode fibers, low loss
fibers, graded index lenses, laser sources,
and passive components."
The group's findings were based on
visits to industry, trade, and research
organizations including the Visual In-

formation Systems Development Association, the Opto -Electric Industrial and
Technological Development Association,
Taray Industries, and the Hitachi Central
Research Lab.
The participation also noted that the
Japanese expressed strong concern over
the decision on the Northeast Corridor
Project and the rewrite of the Communications Act.

Infomart/Times Mirror
Launch Joint Venture
TORONTO, ONTARIO —Infomart and
Times Mirror have launched a joint
venture that will sell Telidon systems to
commercial videotex operators in the
United States. The new company will be
equally owned by Infomart of Toronto and
Times Mirror Videotex Systems Inc.
The company's operations will begin
with the Times Mirror's home videotex
field trial to be launched in southern
California in March 1982. Utilizing Canadian-developed Telidon technology,
the trial will be the most ambitious
videotex service yet introduced in the
United States.

LECTRO STANDBY POWER
FIVE YEAR WARRANTY
After five years of field
operations in the heaviest
lightning areas of the USA,
Puerto Rico and Mexico,
where the most frequent
power failures occur, we
found by the records kept that
Lectro Standby Power supplies had such a low failure
rate we could offer awarranty
unprecedented in power supplies in the cable industry.
That means there is no cost
to you other than shipping
charges to and from our factory, unless the unit has obvious physical damage. We
will repair at no charge, and
return the unit within one
week of receipt.

Lectro has proven that you
do not have to pay high prices
for reliability.
Our five year warranty now
gives you further proof of this.
Sales over the past three
years show that Lectro is now
the leader in standby power.

Why not use
the leader in
your system!
Lectro Products
P.O. Box 567 • Athens, Georgia 30601
(404)3531 159

Status Monitoring Interface Available

Southwest Office (214) 492-2545

aassifieds
Employment Opportunes /HelpWanted
"Leader in the Placement of Cable Television Professionals"
Call Toll Free 1-800-433-2160

FIELD SUPPORT ENGINEER-50% domestic and foreign travel, California-based, report directly
to V.P. Salary negotiable.

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING—Solid MSO in Northeast, reports to President. Salary S30-40,000.
DISTRICT ENGINEER—Must know AML and headend, supervise up to ten. Salary open.
CHIEF ENGINEER-30-plus subscriber, responsibility a must for this Florida-based MSO. Salan/

CABLE TV
TECHNICAL
AND
EXECUTIVE
SEARCH

$35,000 plus.

REGIONAL ENGINEER—Sunny South location with 50% nationwide travel. High $30s.
SENIOR STAFF ENGINEER—Heavy AML a must, little travel, Northeast base. $40s.
CHIEF ENGINEER—Small system in upper Midwest. Middle 20s.
MANAGER TECHNICIAN—Beautiful small town in Kentucky, $25,000.
SALES MANAGER-50% domestic travel, $35,000.
GENERAL MANAGER—Large system in Florida, salary negotiable.
CHIEF TECHNICIAN -3,000-subscriber system in California. Salary open.
MANAGER TECHNICIAN—Small system in Arkansas, $20,000 plus excellent benefits.
TECHNICAL INSTRUCTOR—Teach technical courses for large MSO. Salary open.
TECHNICIANS—Five prime Texas locations. Salary is $6.50 to $9.00 per hour—depending

on

experience.

SERVICE TECHNICIAN—Proven

troubleshooting experience in this Illinois location. Salary to

$9.00 per hour.

TRUNK TECHNICIANS—Need several in this excellent Virginia location. Salary $14,000.
SERVICE TECHNICIAN—Minimum one year troubleshooting, sweep & balance experience.

FEES PAID

$7.00 per hour.

SERVICE TECHNICIAN -13-channel

system in South Carolina, $8.00 per hour.

CONFIDENTIAL
PROFESSIONAL

JIM YOUNG 8( ASSOCIATES, INC.
ONE YOUNG PLAZA, 1235 RANGER HIGHWAY, WEATHERFORD, TX 76089
Call for information about these and our many other opportunities nationwide.
In Texas call collect (817) 599 -7623

Address Blind Box replies to:
(BOX NUMBER)
c/o

CABLEVISION

P.O. Box 5400 TA.
Denver, CO 80217

ENGINEERING • TECHNICIANS
OPERATIONS • FRANCHISING
SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

C

CAREER
.
MARKETING
III pi ASSOCIATES

nmlilimme7
ie7 NEW
11mmlilimminiali
CAREER IN FUTURE TECHNOLOGY

Group W Satellite Communications
The technological leader in satellite communications is offering excellent career
opportunities to Broadcast Maintenance Engineers As a diversified satellite
communications company, openings are available for Maintenance Engineers
experienced in studio installation, studio maintenance. ENG/EFP maintenance, and
satellite earth station maintenance G.W.S.C. offers an excellent compensation and
benefits program Begin your career in the future now by sending your resume
including salary history, in confidence to
Group W Satellite Communications
41 Harbor Plaza Drive, P.O. Box 10210
Stamford, Connecticut 06904
Attn: Phil Johnston, Manager, Technical Operations
M/F, GWSC is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Jon Sather
Cable Television Specialist
5031 South Ulster
Suite 430
Denver, Colorado 80237
(303) 779-8890

For Information on
Classified Advertising
Contact Suzanne Sparrow
(303) 573-1433

TECHNICIAN
OPPORTUNITY
Excellent opportunity and growth for
experienced technician. Minimum 5
years experience in all phases of construction (including aerial, underground,
apartment, pre/post-wire), design, maintenance and technical operation. FCC
license preferred, Will supervise and
oversee large national staff-70% travel
required. Progressive construction and
service company offering attractive
salary, company car and benefits. Send
resume to:
Cable TV Service
P.O. Box 86
Ardsley, NY 10502

ProirueAssociates

Professional Placements for Cable Television

Successfully placing qualified individuals in
the rewarding positions they deserve is our
full-time job.
All placements are employer paid and applicant information
is kept strictly confidential.

Call or write for additional information:
(303) 399-1718

STRAND MAPPING 8c MAKEREADY PROFESSIONALS
Aggressiveness, self-motivation, experience is a necessity. Earn up to S1,000 per
week. Must be free to do extensive
traveling coast to coast. Send resume to:
AUN: MARIA FISHER
4th Generation
Tech Services
315 Old Rodgers Road
Bristol, PA 19007
(215) 949-0166

TECHNICIANS
Immediate openings in one of the fastest
growing MSO's in Southern California for
service technicians. State-of-the-Art 400
MHz system. Minimum two (2) years
experience required. System sweep
experience helpful.
We offer a competitive wage and benefit package. Qualified persons should
contact:
Terry Cady, Chief Engineer
Falcon Cable TV
800 So. Date Avenue
Alhambra, CA 91803
(213) 576-2497

VIRGIN ISLANDS
LEAD TECHNICIAN
Growing, independently-owned cable
1V system in St. Thomas, V.I. has immediate
opening for lead field technician. Must
have minimum 4 years "hands-on" installaton, service and construction experience in cable television including pole
climbing, plant turn-on, proof-of-performance testing, knowledge of headend equipment and supervisory skills.

CABLE TELEVISION
CHIEF ENGINEER
BMM National Installation & Technical
School is seeking a Chief Engineer type
with 10 years experience in CAN, to
instruct in our Los Angeles and Dallas
facilities. Excellent salary and benefits
including company stock option

Call Jim at (213) 994-CATV.

Suite 100

Denver, Colorado 80206

SITUATION WANTED
Experienced Chief Engineer can offer
progressive cable company over 15
years of corporate management experience in all facets of operations, engineering, construction, franchising and training. An experienced industry talent who
can handle the tough problems with
workable solutions seeking a position in
operations or engineering with an MSO
who needs experienced management.
Willing to relocate. Call 717-662-7145.
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SERVICE & SYSTEM TECH
3,000-subscriber system, minimum of 2
years experience, 54-mile Jerrold Starline, 12 channel capacity.

Contact: Charlene Grell
(505) 746-3911
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An equal opportunity employer.

Excellent salary and benefits including
company vehicle.
Please send resume or call:
Jacob Kohn
Caribbean Communications Corp.
P. O. Box 7639
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands 00801
(809) 774-2080
An equal opportunity employer.

90 Madison St.

1:;•

‘-)
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ENGINEERING

AND TECHNICAL SALES

POSITIONS
We specialize in the placement of
Technical Engineers with Television
Stations, Cable TV, Satellite Programmers & Networks, Pay TV,
Manufacturers, Industrial TV, CCTV,
Production Houses & Dealers. Also,
technical sales with Manufacturers &
Dealers. All levels, positions b locations nationwide. Employers pay all
fees -confidential, professional. Over
$3,000,000.00 in Salaried Positions
Placed.
Employee
& Employer
inquiries invited.
PHONE RESUME

4")

Alan Kornish 17171287-9635

K EY SYSTEMS

106 new bndge center ,

k,ngston, pa

18704

r
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FROM HANDS-ON TO HIGH TECH
VV1TH CED
Find out where the technology's going. Read CED
(Communications Engineering
Digest), the monthly technical
journal for the cable television
and broadband communications industries. GET YOUR HANDS
ON HIGH TECHNOLOGY. GET CED
TODAY!
To order your subscription call
or write our circulation department:
Titsch Publishing Inc.
P.O. Box 5400 TA
Denver, CO 80217
(303) 573-1433
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Business Directory
Train Your Technical Staff
Without Loss of Job Time
NCTI Home Study Courses are the answer.
A full curriculum of courses ranges from
Installer to Chief Technician. Increase

oo

personal competence and company
productivity. ..Write today for the 1980
NCTI Course Catalog.

coleog

NATIONAL CABLE
TELEVISION INSTITUTE

CATV EOUIPMENT REPAIRS
• Line & Distr Amplifiers
• Field Strength Meters
• Headend & CCTV Gear
• Fast Turnaround
• Quality Workmanship
• Reasonable Rates
All repairs are
unconditionally guaranteed
For more information call collect

P.O. Box 27277
Denver,
(303) 69CO
7-498607227

Electrodyn Tuner Corp.
Professional factory service."
CATV / MATV
Convertors & Amplifiers
—1 Year Warranty-Fast Turn Around Time—

ele,z
fflega ii,ert 3*atefs
Manufacturers Represented:
•Avantek
• Blonder Tongue
*Broadband Engineering
•Catel
•CCS Cable
'Computer Video
*Control Technology
•EEG Enterprises
'Insulation Systems
*Lindsey Products
•LRC Electronics
•Rediline
•Tripplite
•Onan
•Videotek
•Vitek
7061 So. University, Suite 210
Littleton, CO 80122
(303) 797-7900
(800) 525-8386
7308 North Granby
Kansas City, MO 64151
(816) 741-1354

Latest Equipment
Available In Use
"Experts in electronic tuners."

VideoTech)
Service Inc.
CATV

mATV

CCTV

Contact us at:
917 South Rogers Street
Bloomington, IN 47401

(812) 334-1023

4505 Dw ROSECRAN5 AVENUE
HAwTHORNE CALIFORNIA 90250
213 615 3266

*X»

RMT
ENGINEERING

CATV/MATV REPAIRS
60-DAY WARRANTY
10-15 DAYS TURNAROUND
FOR PRICES WRITE TO
625 E. TAYLOR AVENUE
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA 94086
(408) 733-4830

CABLE —
EQUIPMENT REPAIR
SPECIALISTS

MIDWEST CATV

FYI
u4J1‘

ENGINEERING
Most labor charges 420
Line Equipment
Power Supplies • Amps •
Line Extenders •etc

210 So. Byrkit St.
Mishawaka, IN 46544
—219/259-8611—
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FOR SALE
8,000 single channel Oak converters.
Model SCC, H-3 and H-4. Call for more
information.
Jerry Earl
TELTRON CABLE IV
Wausau, WI 55401
(715) 845-4222

TELE —ENGINEERING CORP.
Engineers and Contractor
FOR QUALITY CABLE
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
• Strandmaps
• System Design
• Construction Supervision
• Head End Surveys and Design
• MW Surveys and Design
• TURNKEY IMPLEMENTATION
As independent turnkey contractor. we
will take your project from conceptual
stages to completion. Through selection
of quality system components, we will
deliver a plant of the highest reliability,
performing to the most stringent system
performance specifications.
2 Central Street
Framingham, Massachusetts 01701
(617) 877-6494

COTTEN

SA.

ASSOC .INC

Professional Engineers and Consultants

REPRINTS
Reprints of articles about you,
your company or your segment

STRAND MAPPING

SYSTEM DESIGN

MICROWAVE

VIDEO AND

2222 So. Albion St., Denver, Colo. 80222
Phone: (303) 691-0617

For Information on
Classified Advertising
Contact Suzanne Sparrow
(303) 573-1433

Most units completely rebuilt.
Specializing in CAN use.
Telsta SU34s and T4Os Plus other makes
and models.
(Call toll-free)
1-800-343-4614
Leo LeBlanc
(617) 893-3900
Colvins Inc. AERIAL TRUCKS
185 Prospect Street
Waltham, Mass. 02154
(Boston)

sales and marketing tool. For
information, call or write Marcia
Larson, Titsch Publishing, Inc.,

SATELLITE SERVICES

USED
AERIAL BUCKET TRUCKS

of the industry can be a valuable

P.O. Box 5400 TA., Denver,
Colorado, 80217; (303) 5731433.

Ad Index
Alpha Technologies Ltd.

26

Antenna Development & Mfg.
Antenna Technology Corp.

32
37

Augat Corp.
Satellite Chart
BEI (Beston Electronics)
70

Only One.

Ben Hughes Corporation
BMM National

66
21,27

Broadband Engineering

36

CCS Cable
Century Ill Electronics

63
31

M/A-COM CommScope
CWY Electronics
Dalsat, Inc.

11
28,70
62

Eagle Comtronics
Electrovert, Inc.
Gardiner Communications

91
58
77

General Cable
Gould Battery

85
29

Jackson Enterprises
Only one company can be the
largest electronics remanufacturer in the world. Come to the
leader for quality work on cable
converters and
distribution
amplifiers. Call or write for more
information.

CEID

Ellik

Classifieds
Work for You.

•

PTS CORPORATION
5233 Highway 37 South
Bloomington. Indiana 47401
800-4574424.

Remanufacturing
the world of electronics

Lemco Tool Corp.

15,68
33,87
3

Microdyne Corporation
Microwave Filter Co.

24
20

Oak Industries
Phasecom Corp.

6-7
61

Prodelin, Inc.

86

RCA Cablevision Systems
16-17
Reliable Electric Utility Prod.
69
4,34,67,71,92
30

Scientific-Atlanta
Sitco Antennas

CONVERTERS
FOR SALE

78
60

Tektronix, Inc.

RSC-JERROLD

HAMLIN

OAK

SYLVANIA

13
79

Lester Equipment Mfg. Co.
Magnavox CATV

RMS Electronics
Sadelco

P.O. Box 238
120 West Merchant
Audubon, NJ 08106
Phone: (609) 547-4400

2,21

Klungness Electronics Supply
Lectro Products

8

Texscan Corporation
Texscan/MSI
Times Wire and Cable

64
59
88-89

Vitek Electronics

38,55

Thank You For Your Support!
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* American Microsystems, Inc., and
Austria Microsystems International, a
joint venture of Voest-Alpine AG in
Austria, has named its Board of Directors.
Glenn E. Penisten, chairman of the
board and president of American Microsystems will be the chairman of the
Austria Microsystems International board.
Dr. Stephen Forte, and Dr. J. Leland
Seely will also represent American
Microsystems on the board. Both are vice
presidents of American Microsystems'
Dr. Forte, for marketing and sales, Dr.
Seely, for research and development.
Representing Voest-Alpine on the board
will be Otto G. Zich, Dr. Alfred Koch and
Dr. Friedrich Vogel. Mr. Zich is Group
Vice President for Data Processing and
Electronics at Voest-Alpine, Dr. Koch is
Senior Vice President finance and Dr.
Vogel is Vice President legal.
Dr. Seely will be responsible for plant
construction and semiconductcr manufacturing start-up and Dr. Forte will head
the marketing and design organization for
Austria Microsystems International. Dr.
Forte is well known throughout Europe for
his association with AMI and earlier with
General Instrument Microelectronics and
the Marconi Company.

Glenn E. Penis ten
* Vladimir G. Nikanorov has been
named vice president of engineering for
Muzak. Mr. Nikanorov assumes full
responsibility for all of the current engineering operations, as well as the implementation of anticipated technical advances.
Mr. Nikanorov comes to Muzak from
Bonneville Broadcast Consultants where
he was technical director of that organization. His new appointment is the culmination of more than 17 years of experi84/February 1982

ence in the field of broadcast audio
engineering both in this country and
abroad.
Mr. Nikanorov received his training in
electronics in the USSR, graduating in
1965 with aMasters in Electronics Audio
Engineering from the Moscow Electronics
Institute.

assistant. Ms. Lindenbaum's experience
includes more than 12 years at Hitachi
Denshi where she was involved in both
the technical and administrative aspects
of marketing and sales.
* Tele -Engineering Corporation of
Framingham, Massachusetts, has announced the appointment of W. Dann
Robinson to the position of director of
special projects. His responsibilities will
include franchise support, cable system
design, and the development of broadband information networks.

Vladimir G. Nikanorov
* Alex Orloff, sales manager of the test
and measurement department of Hitachi
Denshi America, Ltd., has become
national sales manager of the test and
measurement division, handling oscilloscopes, waveform monitors and soon to
be announced products to extend the
current product line.
* CableBus Systems Corporation of
Beaverton, Oregon, has announced the
appointment of Mr. John Trudel as vice
president, marketing. Mr. Trudel will be
responsible for CableBus' marketing and
sales.
Trudel comes to CableBus from Tektronix, Inc. Most recently he was responsible for worldwide competitive
analysis, strategic planning, and new
product definition/introduction for the
company's portable oscilloscope business unit.
Mr. Trudel received his MSEE from
Kansas State University, his BEE from the
Georgia Institute of Technology, and has
twenty years of experience in the communications, computer, and test equipment sectors of the electronics industry.
* Skip Dunn, vice president of sales at
Comprehensive Video Supply Corporation. has announced the appointment of Micki Lindenbaum as his

W. Dann Robinson
* Frank C. Weaver has been appointed
manager of communication satellite
marketing at RCA. Mr. Weaver is responsible for marketing communication
satellites in the domestic telecommunications industry. Previously, as manager
of marketing administration, he was
responsible for News and Information,
advertising and business analysis. He
joined RCA in March 1977 as amarketing
representative responsible for sales of
satellite systems, subsystems and technology.
* Harold Bjorklund has been appointed national sales manager for SylvaniaCATV Division of GTE Products Corporation. Bjorklund will have responsibility for direct sales for the Division's
cable television products which are
marketed in all 50 States, Canada,
Mexico, Europe and other foreign countries. Bjorklund, before rejoining General
Telephone, held several sales management positions and most recently was
Western Regional Sales Manager for the
Jerrold Divsion of General Instrument.

Lowest Loss- Lowest Cost- Any System Design
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For Details Write or Call: Customer Service Center, 1Woodbridge Center, P.O. Box 700, Woodbridge, N J 07095 • (800) 526-4241 in N.J. (201) 636-5500

NOW SHOWING
Prodelln's
FIVE METER ANTENNA
STARRING IN

FEATURING
SEGMENTED FIBERGLASS CONSTRUCTION
EASY INSTALLATION
HIGH EFFICIENCY CASSEGRAIN
OR PRIME FOCUS FEEDS
AND INTRODUCING
STABLE AZ/EL
MOUNT

PRODUCED BY

Prodelin
//ACOM COMPANY

ar

P.O. Box 131,
Hightstown, NJ
(609) 448-2800
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THE CRITICS SAY:
"BEST PERFORMANCE OF
THE YEAR — NY GLOBE
"SEGMENTED CONSTRUCTION
CUTS SHIPPING. HANDLING.
AND INSTALLATION COSTS - —
BOSTON
YES

"TRULY STATE-OF-THE-ART
PERFORMANCE AT 4/6 GHz.
44.5 dB GAIN, IN PLANE OR
DUAL RECEIVE-ONLY. AND
TRANSMIT/RECEIVE
CONFIGURATION" —
SAN FRANCISCO HERALD
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Tektronix Introduces Three-In-One
Portable 380 NTSC Test Monitor
The Portable 380 NTSC Test Monitor
from Tektronix, Inc., incorporates the
functions of a waveform monitor, vectorscope, and an oscilloscope, and enables
the user to examine the entire video
signal. The only product of its kind in the
world, the 380 is manufactured in Japan
by Sony/Tektronix Corporation, a joint
venture company. A PAL version of the
product will be introduced by Tektronix
later this year.
The Portable 380 NTSC Test Monitor
measures 112mm (4.48 inches) x 237
mm (9.48 inches) x 372 mm (14.88
inches) and weighs only 5.5 kg (12.1
pounds). The price of the instrument will
be between $5,000 and $5,500.
Capable of many measurements
required for television, the 380 performs
by itself as aprecise measurement unit as
well as for normal signal monitoring in
television production. The new product is
optimized for use in field applications like
ENG, EFP, and other portable operations,
such as testing and measuring broadcast
equipment in the studio, mobile production van, and at the transmitter site.
For additional information contact
Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton,
Oregon 97077; 1-800-547-1512. In Oregon, call 1-800-452-1877.
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Tektronix 380 Portable Test Monitor
GTE Lenkurt Prints Fourth
Edition of Engineering
Considerations
GTE Lenkurt Inc. has announced the
fourth printing of its authoritative book
Engineering Considerations For Microwave Communications Systems, by
Robert F. White.
Tutorial in nature, this book assembles
in one volume, in a readily usable form,
practical information on the planning and
engineering of line-of-sight microwave
radio paths. The book is written for
engineers engaged in microwave planning. However, it is sufficiently general to
be used by executives and engineers in

other fields for a technical overview of
microwave communications systems.
The emphasis is on technique and
practice, although considerable theoretical discussion is included, to aid in the
understanding of important microwave
transmission phenomena.
For a copy of Engineering Considerations For Microwave Communications
Systems, write GTE Lenkurt Incorporated,
Dept. C720, 1105 County Road, San
Carlos, Calif., 94070. Payment by check
or money order is requested with your
order.
Sadelco Introduces New 719D
Installers SLM
Sadelco has introduced a new model
signal level meter designed for the
professional installer. The 719D incorporates many new Sadelco design innovations and is housed in a new lowprofile, impact resistant case. It is a
lightweight (7 lbs.), portable, low-cost unit,
ideal for contractors and antenna installers.
The meter reads directly in dBmV to
indicate signal levels and provides
continuous coverage from 54-216 MHz
VHF-TV band, FM band, CATV mid-band,
and 470-812 MHz for the UHF-TV band.
For additional information please
contact: Sadelco, Inc., 75 West Forest
Avenue, Englewood, N.J. 07631, (201)
569-3323.
Ben Hughes Introduces New
DCT Coring Blade
Ben Hughes Communication Products Co. has announced the introduction of a newly designed DCT coring tool
blade which is more efficient and does not
clog, even under the most difficult conditions. In addition to this improved blade, a
new handle has been fashioned from a
high technology polymer for higher
impact strength. This new polymer will not
crack or chip, even at extreme operating
temperatures. The anodized T-Bar will not
blacken the installer's hands or gloves.
The new DCT coring tool has the
versatility of being used manually with the
T-Bar handle or for power operation, by
removing the T-Bar handle to expose a
drill shaft. No special adapters are
required. The DCT coring tool is a
complete unit in itself. It is now available
from Cable Prep distributors, for the .412,
.500, .625, .750, .875, and 1.000 inch
aluminum sheathed cables.
For information contact Ben Hughes
Communication Products Co., P.O. Box
AS, Old Saybrook, CT 06475; (203) 3883559.

This is WHEN...
PowerVision
Performs.

WHEN PowerVision® performs...
that's what makes CATV operators
believe in its reliability. Temperature,
weather extremes and altitudes from
sea level to 10,000 feet pose no problems for the PowerVision NB113C with
its coated surfaces providing resistance to salt spray, battery acid, frost,
chipping, peeling and sunlight.
The PowerVision NB113C features
automatic operation, modular service
concept, fast transfer, short circuit protection and positive isolation from the
utility line during standby operation.
Many other advantages designed into
the NB113C include ferroresonant
power regulation, standby power
modules, static transfer switch, bypass
switch and status indicators, long life
battery charger, circuit protection and
along list of options including status
montoring, elapsed time meters, lightning arrestors, transorb amplifier protection and exercisor automatic
cycling. For additional ordering
cm
information contact:

powE

RVISIOel

1044 Pioneer Way, El Cajon, CA 92020
(714) 588-1272
2840 Coronado, Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 630-2260

What are Times' four T4 secrets?
Proprietary nucleating agents,
controlled adhesion, tailored polyethylene resins, and new rheological
extrusion processes.
We put them together and now we
have it! T4—Times' answer to your
need for superior performance in
total bandwidth systems.

Controlled Bonding
for Long Life

PUTS TIMES
TECHNOLOGY
TO WORK
FOR YOU
To deliver the superior dielectric
performance you need, Times' Cable
Television Division harnessed the
latest advances in polymer chemistry
and molecular engineering to create
T4: anew generation of gas-injected
dielectrics for trunk, feeder and drop
cables.
T4 is a unique system of highperformance polymers and innovative process technology. It culminates
atwo-year program of research and
development by Times' team of materiel scientists to produce a hard,
tightly-structured foamed dielectric
with outstanding strength and longterm durability

T4 provides an improved barrier
between the center conductor and
dielectric for long-life moisture protection. T4 also provides controlled
adhesion for superior strippability.

lbugh and Durable
Foam Structure
T4 high-strength resins and tight
cell structure create aharder, tougher
foam dielectric for easier handling,
more reliable installation, and improved resistance to kinking and
deformation.

Outstanding Electrical
Performance
T4 provides a more uniform cell
structure to give you improved structural return loss and outstanding
attenuation performance.

Total Product Line

4

The T4 foam dielectric system is
available in Times' full line of coaxial
trunk, feeder and drop cable, ready
now for specification on your next
build.

To find out more about how this
new dielectric can help you, call your
Man From Times today. You can also
contact us at 358 Hall Avenue, Wallingford, CT 06492, telephone (800)
243-6904.

IFFC

TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
CABLE TELEVISION DIVISION
An glr ilco
ir Company
See us at the Texas Show Booth #405

In Orbit
Signal

Day

Start/Stop

Alert Satellite/
Tones Transponders Signal

900 p.m./1200 a.m

ARTS

ACSN

Weekdays:
Weekends:

Satcom III-R ,t1 I

600 a.m./400 p.m.
600 a.m./100 p.m

BET

192*/a

Satcom III-R ,#16

Satcom Ill-R .#9

Bravo

800 p.m./6:00 a.m.

CableText

24 hrs.

None

Satcom III-R .#6
Vertical Blanking

CBN

24 hrs

None

Satcom III-R ,a8

4.30 p.m./430 a.m.

Start/Stop

Alert Satellite/
Tones Transponders

Lifestyle

24 hrs.

None

Satcom III-R ,a3

The Movie

24 hrs

None

Satcom Ill-R .#5

noon/5 .00 p.m.
8.00 a.m./100 p.m.

243e/a

MTV: Music
Television

24 hrs

None

Satcom III-R ,a 1I

National Christian
Network

600 a.m./800 p.m.

07T/a

Comstar D-2,54V

Channel

1100 p.m./200 a.m. 018e/a

CBS Cable

Day

Modern
Satellite
Network

Weekdays
Weekends .

Satcom III-R .#22

Comstar D-2, a3H

524 /5

Westar III, #6
Nickelodeon

800 a.m./9:00 p.m.

Satcom III-R .#16

Christian Media Mon.-Sat. 7.00 p.m.-2 .00 a.m
Network
Sunday 9:00 p.m.- 2.00 a.m.

Satcom III-R ,a20 (EC)
Satcom III-R,#23 (MP)

Cinemax

24 hrs

None

CNN

24 hrs

None

Cable News Network II

24 hrs

None

Satcom Ill-R .al 4

Satcom III-R

#15

311e/a (E.C,M)
519*/
(P)

Satcom Ill-R.al

North American Newstime

24 hrs.

None

Satcom Ill-R ,a6

PTL

24 hrs

None

Satcom III-R ,142

Preview Channel

Weekdays 10 .00 a.m.-1 .30 p.m 207

Private

12 .00 a.m /300 am

/a

Satcom III-R. a21

Westar 111,57

Screenings
C-SPAN

Weekdays
Sundays

10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 195e/a
Satcom Ill-P.#9
Precedes USA Network, three to tour hours

ESPN

24 hrs.

Eros

Mon.-Sat

None

1200 p.m.-500 am.

Weekdays

400 am /7 00 pm

None

Satcom III-R

5 18

SIN

24 hrs

None

Westar III. tr8

SPN

24 hrs

None

Westar III. a9

Showtirne

24 hrs

Satcom III-R .57

Westar III. 7
12 (Fri.. Sat.)

800 p.m./6:00 a.m.

Escapade

Reuters

None

Satcom III-R .#12 (EC)
Satcom III-R .al 0 IMP)

Comstar D-2,#4V
Trinity (KTBN)

24 hrs

USA Network

24 hrs.

None

Comstar D-2. tt9V

Eternal Word Television Network 7.00 p.m./ 1100 p.m.. Westar III,a12

Gala Vision

Weekdays .

8.00 p.m./300 a.m.

Weekends:

24 hrs.

Satcom III-R .#18

None

Satcom III-R fi9

Calliope .Weekdays .6.00 p.m. to 700 p.m.: Saturdays .8.30 a.m. to 11 30 a.m.
The English Channel. Tuesdays: 11:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.; except February 2when the
program will run 11:00 p.m. tol :00 a.m.; February 9,11:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.: February
16, 11:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.; February 22, 11:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. Saturdays: 12:00 p.m.
to 1:00 p.m.; will not be seen on the 27th. Sundays: 10:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

24 hrs.

HBO

Program
729*/#

Satcom III-R ,a24 (E,G)
Satcom III-R ,a22 (MP)

Scramble
835* /a
Duplication
940/fl

8:00 p.m./2:00 a.m.

FITN

E=eastern
C=central

M=mountain
P=pacific

207*/#

Satcom III-R ,a21 (P)

Alert tones listed are for sign-on, sign-off.

WFMT

24 hrs.

None Satcom III-R .#3 Subcarrier

WGN

24 hrs

None

Satcom III-R .113

WOR

24 hrs

None

Satcom

WTBS

24 hrs.

None

Satcom Ill-R.146

All program times are listed for the eastern time zone, unless otherwise noted

ADD UNLIMITED PAY
CHANNELS TO YOUR SYSTEM
WITHOUT LOSING YOUR
INVESTMENT IN CONVERTERS.

Now, That's The Ticket!

If you're like most cable systems, you've spent almost
S225,000 on converters. Don't throw away that investment! With Eagle's Descrambler, you can add 15 tiers of service and unlimited channels to your system using your
present converter.
Write Your Own Ticket!
Whether you're adding one pay channel, 15
pay channels, or 15 fiers of service with 120
channels, Eagle's Descrambler can handle it
all. Select only what you need. In the future, channels can be added to the
headend scrambler with our simple
plug-in module. The headend unit
integrates with all manufacturer's .
modulators and processors and is
compatible with all Standard/HRC/
¡CC configurations.

•

The Best Show in Town
Eagle's Descrambler is compatible
with all single channel output converters and is factory tuned for
channel 2, 3, or 4. The descrambler

has no information on the audio making it ideai for
AML transmission.
Private Audiences Only
There are no subscriber controls with Eagle's Descrambler
and our unique sync suppression scrambling insures maximum security In addition, we've developed a tamperproof identification matrix to eliminate concerns
about theft of service.
Future Attraction

, s\
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Addressability? It's coming. Eagle's
Descrambler will be ready for
addressability when you are
and the descrambler will
b.
be perfectly compatible with
our addressable unit. Across
the board, we're working to
protect your investments.
Add pay channels .., maximize
your converter investment ... prepare for addressability ... Eagle's 15
Tier Descrambler Now, That's The Ticket!
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COMTRONICS INC.

OFFICE ADDRESS: 4562 Waterhouse Road, Clay, N.Y 13041 (315) 622-3402
MAIL ADDRESS: PO. Box 2457, Syracuse, N.Y. 13220
IN CANADA: Deskin Sales •Montreal •Toronto •Vancouver (416) 495-1412
77D Steelcase Road West, Markham, Ontario L3R2M4
CALL TOLL FREE TO ORDER

800-448-7474
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NN-CONDUCTIVE

-CORROSIVE

_ _
20 Antin Place, Elronx, NY 40462 (800) 223-8857 Toll Free (Corifinentahl.S., PuertO4PICo, U.S. Virgin Islands)
Tél (212) 829-1070 Call Cafte(N.Y. State Only)
Avail e
for immediate delivery.e..,See us at the:Teets Sh
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